CITY OF GRAPEVINE, TEXAS
REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA
TUESDAY, JUNE 1, 2021
GRAPEVINE CITY HALL, COUNCIL CHAMBERS
200 SOUTH MAIN STREET
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS
6:45 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Dinner - City Council Conference Room
Call to Order of City Council Meeting - City Council Chambers
Executive Session - City Council Conference Room
Regular Meeting - City Council Chambers

CALL TO ORDER: 7:15 p.m. - City Council Chambers
EXECUTIVE SESSION:
1.

City Council to recess to the City Council Conference Room to conduct a closed
session relative to:
A.

Real property relative to deliberation of the purchase, exchange, lease, sale
or value of real property (City facilities, Fire (2627 Briarwood Drive), Public
Works, and the 185 acres) pursuant to Section 551.072, Texas Government
Code.

B.

Conference with City Manager and Staff to discuss and deliberate
commercial and financial information received from business prospects the
City seeks to have locate, stay, or expand in the City; deliberate the offer of
a financial or other incentive; with which businesses the City is conducting
economic development negotiations pursuant to Section 551.087, Texas
Government Code.

City Council to reconvene in open session in the City Council Chambers and take
any necessary action relative to items discussed in Executive Session.
REGULAR MEETING: 7:30 p.m. - City Council Chambers
2.

Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance: Council Member Paul Slechta

CITIZEN COMMENTS
3.

Any person who is not scheduled on the agenda may address the City Council
under Citizen Comments or on any other agenda item by completing a Citizen
Appearance Request form with the City Secretary. A member of the public may
address the City Council regarding an item on the agenda either before or during
the Council’s consideration of the item, upon being recognized by the Mayor or

upon the consent of the City Council. In accordance with the Texas Open
Meetings Act, the City Council is restricted in discussing or taking action during
Citizen Comments.
NEW BUSINESS
4.

Consider Ordinance No. 2021-019 appropriating funds for a 2% Market
Adjustment for all City employees effective July 4, 2021, and take any necessary
action.

CONSENT AGENDA
Consent items are deemed to need little Council deliberation and will be acted upon as
one business item. Any member of the City Council or member of the audience may
request that an item be withdrawn from the consent agenda and placed before the City
Council for full discussion. Approval of the consent agenda authorizes the City Manager,
or his designee, to implement each item in accordance with Staff recommendations.
5.

Consider Resolution No. 2021-006 denying the Distribution Cost Recovery rate
increase application proposed by Oncor. City Manager recommends approval.

6.

Consider Resolution No. 2021-007 providing notice of intent to issue City of
Grapevine, Texas combination tax and revenue Certificates of Obligation. Chief
Financial Officer recommends approval.

7.

Consider Ordinance No. 2021-020 reappointing Judge Alan Wayland as the City's
Municipal Court Judge for another two-year term beginning May 1, 2021. Chief
Financial Officer recommends approval.

8.

Consider the contract to appoint Eric Ransleben as Second Alternate Municipal
Court Judge to substitute in the temporary absence of the presiding Municipal
Court Judge and the First Alternate Judge. Chief Financial Officer recommends
approval.

9.

Consider a three-year contract for insurance consultant services for group health
benefits with McGriff Insurance Services, Inc. Chief Financial Officer recommends
approval.

10.

Consider the renewal of a contract for safety consultant services with Commercial
Risk Services, Inc. for City wide safety program. Chief Financial Officer and Public
Works Director recommend approval.

11.

Consider the purchase of Trend Micro Antivirus and Malware Protection from SHI
Government Solutions, Inc. Chief Technology Officer recommends approval.
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12.

Consider approving a Master Interlocal Agreement with Dallas County for the
purpose of transportation improvements on roads inside Dallas County. Public
Works Director recommends approval.

13.

Consider a contract for office furniture and workstation panels from Vari Sales
Corporation. Public Works Director recommends approval.

14.

Consider a contract for carpet and tile flooring services from RCS Flooring
Servicers, LLC. Public Works Director recommends approval.

15.

Consider a contract for elevator maintenance services with ThyssenKrupp
Elevator Corporation. Public Works Director recommends approval.

16.

Consider the purchase of a three-yard concrete mixer from Mini-Mixer, LLC. Public
Works Director recommends approval.

17.

Consider the minutes of the May 18, 2021 Regular City Council meeting. City
Secretary recommends approval.

Pursuant to the Texas Open Meetings Act, Texas Government Code, Chapter 551.001
et seq, one or more of the above items may be considered in Executive Session closed
to the public. Any decision held on such matter will be taken or conducted in open session
following conclusion of the executive session.

ADJOURNMENT
In accordance with the Open Meetings Law, Texas Government Code, Chapter 551,
I hereby certify that the above agenda was posted on the official bulletin boards at
Grapevine City Hall, 200 South Main Street and on the City’s website on May 28, 2021
by 5:00 p.m.

________________________
Tara Brooks, TRMC, CRM
City Secretary

If you plan to attend this public meeting and you have a disability that requires special
arrangements at the meeting, please contact the City Secretary’s Office at 817.410.3182
at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting. Reasonable accommodations will be made
to assist your needs.
This meeting can be adjourned and reconvened, if necessary, the following regular
business day.
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Item #4
MEMO TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF THE CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

BRUNO RUMBELOW, CITY MANAGER

MEETING DATE :

JUNE 1, 2021

SUBJECT:

CITYWIDE MARKET ADJUSTMENT AND APPROPRIATION
ORDINANCE

RECOMMENDATION: City Council approve an ordinance to appropriate funds for a 2%

Market Adjustment for all City employees effective July 4, 2021.

FUNDING SOURCE:

Upon approval of the attached appropriation ordinance, funding will be
available in the participating funds.

BACKGROUND:

It is the stated goal of the City Council that employee compensation
maintain at the 50th percentile of market position when compared with
selected cities in the surrounding area. This is accomplished by
conducting an annual review of Open Range and Grade/Step pay scales.
Grapevine's last market adjustment was in October 2019. A study of the
local employment market indicates a 2% market adjustment is needed
now to maintain the 50th percentile.
Fortunately, the City has experiencing improvement in the local economy
as residents and visitors seek out local entertainment, shopping, and
dining in the post COVID-19 environment. Correspondingly, there have
been increases in the City's primary revenue streams (sales tax and hotel
occupancy tax) that will provide the necessary revenues to fund the
market adjustments.
Staff recommends approval of a citywide 2% market adjustment effective
July 4, 2021. The cost, when prorated for the remaining three months of
FY21 totals $218,585 across all participating funds. As we move forward
with the fiscal year 2022 budget we will continue to monitor revenue trends
and our market position.
Staff recommends approval
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ORDINANCE NO. 2021-019
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS, REVISING THE ADOPTED BUDGET
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING IN 2021; PROVIDING
FOR THE INCREASE IN ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND
APPROPRIATIONS; DECLARING AN EMERGENCY AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
WHEREAS, it is the stated goal of the City Council that employee compensation
be maintained at the 50th percentile of market position when compared with selected
cities in the surrounding area; and
WHEREAS, an annual review of Open Range and Grade/Step pay scales of other
cities in our immediate area indicates that some have granted pay raises in the last three
years; and
WHEREAS, Grapevine's last market adjustment was in October 2019; and
WHEREAS, a study of the local employment market indicates a 2% market
adjustment is needed now to maintain the 50th percentile.
WHEREAS, the cost, when prorated for the remaining three months of FY21 totals
$218,585; and
WHEREAS, the City Council deems the adoption of this ordinance to be in the best
interests of the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF GRAPEVINE, TEXAS:
Section 1.
That all matters stated hereinabove are found to be true and correct
and are incorporated herein by reference as if copied in their entirety.
Section 2.
That the City Council hereby authorizes the increase in estimated
receipts and appropriations of the applicable funds in the amount of $218,585. The
appropriations by fund are: General Fund $124,192, Convention and Visitors Bureau
Fund $20,390, Stormwater Drainage Fund $2,242, Crime Control & Prevention District
Fund $48,790, Lake Parks Special Revenue Fund $1,168, 4B Economic Development
Fund $1,625, Water & Sewer Fund $12,244, Golf Course Fund $5,144, Grapevine
Shuttle Fund $1,770, and Commercial Vehicle Enforcement Fund $1,020.
Section 3.
That a copy of the revised Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Operating Budget
document shall be kept on file in the office of the City Secretary and on the City of
Grapevine website.
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Section 4.
That the terms and provisions of this ordinance shall be deemed to
be severable, and that if the validity of any section, subsection, word, sentence or phrase
shall be held to be invalid, it shall not affect the remaining part of this ordinance.
Section 5.
That the fact that the present ordinances and regulations of the City
of Grapevine, Texas are inadequate to properly safeguard the health, safety, morals,
peace and general welfare of the inhabitants of the City of Grapevine, Texas, creates an
emergency for the immediate preservation of the public business, property, health,
safety, and general welfare which requires that this ordinance shall take effect
immediately from and after its passage and it is accordingly so ordained.
PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS on this the 1st day of June, 2021.
APPROVED:

________________________________
William D. Tate
Mayor
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Tara Brooks
City Secretary
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

_________________________________
Matthew C. G. Boyle
City Attorney

Ordinance No. 2021-019
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RESOLUTION NO. 2021-006

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS FINDING THAT ONCOR ELECTRIC
DELIVERY COMPANY LLC’S APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL
TO AMEND ITS DISTRIBUTION COST RECOVERY FACTOR
TO INCREASE DISTRIBUTION RATES WITHIN THE CITY
SHOULD BE DENIED; AUTHORIZING PARTICIPATION WITH
OCSC; AUTHORIZING THE HIRING OF LEGAL COUNSEL
AND CONSULTING SERVICES; FINDING THAT THE CITY’S
REASONABLE
RATE CASE EXPENSES
SHALL
BE
REIMBURSED BY THE COMPANY; FINDING THAT THE
MEETING AT WHICH THIS RESOLUTION IS PASSED IS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC AS REQUIRED BY LAW; REQUIRING
NOTICE OF THIS RESOLUTION TO THE COMPANY AND
LEGAL COUNSEL
WHEREAS, the City of Grapevine, Texas (“ City”) is an electric utility
customer of Oncor Electric Delivery Company LLC (“ Oncor” or “ Company”) with
an interest in the rates and charges of Oncor; and
WHEREAS, the Steering Committee of Cities Served by Oncor (“ OCSC”) is
a coalition of similarly situated cities served by Oncor that have joined together to
efficiently and cost effectively review and respond to electric issues affecting rates
charged in Oncor’ s service area in matters before the Public Utility Commission
Commission”) and the courts; and
WHEREAS, on or about April 8, 2021, Oncor filed with the Commission an
Application for Approval to Amend its Distribution Cost Recovery Factor
DCRF”), Commission Docket No. 51996, seeking to increase its total
distribution revenue requirement by approximately $ 97,826,277; and
WHEREAS, the City of Grapevine will cooperate with OCSC in coordinating
their review of Oncor’ s DCRF filing with designated attorneys and consultants,
prepare a common response, negotiate with the Company, and direct any
necessary litigation, to resolve issues in the Company’ s filing; and
WHEREAS, all electric utility customers residing in the City will be impacted
by this ratemaking proceeding if Oncor’ s Application is granted; and
WHEREAS, working with the OCSC to review the rates charged by Oncor
allows members to accomplish more collectively than each city could do acting
alone; and
WHEREAS, OCSC’ s members and attorneys recommend that members who
have retained original jurisdiction over electric utility rates deny Oncor’ s DCRF;
and
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WHEREAS, the City Council deems the adoption of this resolution to be in the best
interests of the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF GRAPEVINE, TEXAS:
Section 1. That all matters stated hereinabove are found to be true and correct and
are incorporated herein by reference as if copied in their entirety.
Section 2. That the City is author ized to participate
Commission Docket No. 51996.

with OCSC in

Section 3. That, subject to the right to terminate employment at any time,
the City of Grapevine hereby authorizes the hiring of the law firm of Lloyd
Gosselink Rochelle & Townsend, P.C. and consultants to negotiate with the
Company, make recommendations to the City regarding reasonable rates, and
to direct any necessary administrative proceedings or court litigation associated
with an appeal Oncor’ s DCRF application.
Section 4. That the rates proposed by Oncor to be recovered through its
DCRF charged to customers located within the City limits should be denied.
Section 5. That the Company should continue to charge its existing rates to
customers within the City.
Section 6. That the City’ s reasonable rate case expenses shall be
reimbursed in full by Oncor within 30 days of the adoption of this Resolution, and
within 30 days of presenting monthly bills to Oncor thereafter.
Section 7. That it is hereby officially found and determined that the meeting
at which this Resolution is passed is open to the public as required by law and
the public notice of the time, place, and purpose of said meeting was given as
required.
Section 7. That a copy of this Resolution shall be sent to J. Michael
Sherburne, Vice President – Regulatory, Oncor Electric Delivery Company LLC,
1616 Woodall Rodgers Freeway, Dallas, Texas 75202; to Tab R. Urbantke,
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP, 1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 3700, Dallas, Texas 7520;
and to Thomas Brocato, General Counsel to OCSC, at Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle
Townsend,
P.C.,
P.O.
Box
1725,
Austin,
TX
78767-1725,
or
tbrocato@lglawfirm. com.
PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS on this the 1st day of June 2021.
APPROVED:

William D. Tate
Mayor
Resolution No. 2021- 006
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ATTEST:

Tara Brooks
City Secretary

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Matthew C.G. Boyle
City Attorney

Resolution No. 2021- 006
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RESOLUTION NO. 2021-007

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GRAPEVINE,
TEXAS, AUTHORIZING PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF INTENTION TO
ISSUE
CERTIFICATES
OF
OBLIGATION;
APPROVING
THE
PREPARATION OF A PRELIMINARY OFFICIAL STATEMENT AND A
NOTICE OF SALE; PROVIDING FOR THE EFFECTIVE DATE THEREOF;
AND EXPRESSING INTENT TO REIMBURSE EXPENDITURES TO BE
INCURRED.
WHEREAS, the City Council (the “City Council”) of the City of Grapevine, Texas
the “City”), deems it advisable to issue certificates of obligation ( the “Certificates”) of the
City in accordance with the notice hereinafter set forth;
WHEREAS, the City desires to approve the preparation of a preliminary official
statement (the “Preliminary Official Statement”) and the preparation of a notice of sale
Notice of Sale”), in anticipation of its issuance of the Certificates;
WHEREAS, the City Council has found and determined that a notice of intention
to issue certificates of obligation should be published in accordance with the requirements
of applicable law; and
WHEREAS, it is hereby found and determined that the meeting at which this
resolution is considered is open to the public as required by law, and public notice of the
time, place and purpose of said meeting was given as required by Chapter 551, Texas
Government Code;
WHEREAS, the City will make, or has made not more than 60 days prior to the
date hereof, payments with respect to the design, acquisition, construction, reconstruction
or renovation of the projects listed on Exhibit “ A” attached hereto ( collectively, the
Financed Project”); and
WHEREAS, the City has concluded that it does not currently desire to issue
obligations to finance the costs associated with the Financed Project; and
WHEREAS, the City desires to reimburse itself for the costs associated with the
Financed Project from the proceeds of obligations to be issued subsequent to the date
hereof; and
WHEREAS, the City reasonably expects to issue obligations to reimburse itself for
the costs associated with the Financed Project and, pursuant to section 1.150-2 of the
Treasury Regulations, hereby declares its intent to do so; and
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WHEREAS, all constitutional and statutory prerequisites for the approval of this
resolution have been met, including but not limited to the Open Meetings Act; and
WHEREAS, the City Council deems the adoption of this resolution to be in the best
interests of the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF GRAPEVINE, TEXAS:
Section 1.
The findings, definitions and recitations set out in the preamble to
this resolution are found to be true and correct and are hereby adopted by City Council
and made a part hereof for all purposes.
Section 2.
The City Secretary is hereby authorized and directed to cause to be
published in the manner required by law and in substantially the form attached hereto as
Exhibit “A”, a notice of the City’s intention to issue the Certificates ( the “Notice”).
Section 3.
The Notice shall be published once a week for two (2) consecutive
weeks in a newspaper which is of general circulation in the City, the date of the first
publication to be at least forty-six (46) days before the date tentatively set in the Notice
for the passage of the ordinance authorizing the issuance of the Certificates. In addition,
the Notice shall be posted continuously on the City’s website for at least forty-five (45)
days before the date tentatively set in the Notice for the passage of the ordinance
authorizing the issuance of the Certificates.
Section 4.
For purposes of section 1.150-2(d) of the Treasury Regulations, this
Notice serves as the City’s official declaration of intent to use proceeds of the Certificates
to reimburse itself from Certificates issued in the maximum principal amount and for
expenditures paid in connection with the projects, each as set forth in Exhibit “ A” hereof.
Any such reimbursement will only be made (i) for an original expenditure paid no earlier
than 60 days prior to the date hereof and (ii) not later than 18 months after the later of (A)
the date the original expenditure is paid or (B) the date of with the project to which such
expenditure relates is placed in service or abandoned, but in to event more than three
years after the original expenditure is paid.
Section 5.
The Mayor, City Manager, Chief Financial Officer, City Secretary and
other appropriate officials of the City, the City’s financial advisor, Hilltop Securities Inc.,
and bond counsel, Bracewell LLP, are authorized and directed to proceed with the
preparation of the Preliminary Official Statement and the Notice of Sale, if any, and to
make other necessary arrangements for the sale of the Certificates at a future meeting of
the City Council of the City.
Section 6.
The City hereby authorizes the preparation and distribution of a
Notice of Sale and Preliminary Official Statement relating to the Certificates and
authorizes the Finance Director or City Manager to approve the final form of and deem
Resolution No. 2021-007
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final such Preliminary Official Statement within the meaning and for the purposes of
paragraph ( b)(1) of Rule 15c2-12 of the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Section 7.
The City reasonably expects to reimburse itself for all costs that have
been or will be paid subsequent to the date that is 60 days prior to the date hereof and
that are to be paid in connection with the design, acquisition, construction, reconstruction
or renovation of the Financed Project from the proceeds of obligations to be issued
subsequent to the date hereof.
Section 8.
The City reasonably expects that the maximum principal amount of
obligations issued to reimburse the City for the costs associated with the Financed Project
will be $3,000,000.
Section 9.
The Mayor, City Manager, the Chief Financial Officer, City Secretary,
and other officers and agents of the City are hereby authorized and directed to do any
and all things necessary or desirable to carry out the provisions of this resolution.
Section 10. This resolution shall take effect immediately from and after its
passage by the City Council of the City.
INTRODUCED, READ AND PASSED by the affirmative vote of the City Council of
the City of Grapevine, Texas this 1st day of June, 2021.
APPROVED:

William D. Tate
Mayor
ATTEST:

Tara Brooks
City Secretary
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Matthew C.G. Boyle
City
Attorney
Resolution No. 2021-007
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EXHIBIT “A”
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO ISSUE CERTIFICATES OF OBLIGATION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the City Council of the City of Grapevine, Texas
the “City”), will meet in the Council Chambers at the City Hall, 200 S. Main St., Grapevine,
Texas, the regular meeting place of the City Council, at 7:30 p.m. on the 3rd day of
August, 2021, which is the time and place tentatively set for the passage of an ordinance
and such other action as may be deemed necessary to authorize the issuance of the
City’s certificates of obligation ( the “ Certificates”), in the maximum aggregate principal
amount not to exceed $ 11,000,000, payable from the levy of a direct and continuing ad
valorem tax against all taxable property within the City sufficient to pay the interest on this
series of Certificates as due and to provide for the payment of the principal thereof as the
same matures, as authorized by Chapter 271, Subchapter C, Texas Local Government
Code, as amended, and from all or a part of the surplus revenues of the City’s waterworks
and sewer system, such pledge of surplus revenues being limited to $ 1,000, bearing
interest at any rate or rates not to exceed the maximum interest rate authorized by law,
as shall be determined within the discretion of the City Council of the City at the time of
issuance of the Certificates, and maturing over a period not to exceed twenty-five ( 25)
years from the date of issuance, for the purposes of evidencing the indebtedness of the
City for all or any part of the costs associated with the ( i) designing, developing,
constructing, improving, extending, and expanding streets, thoroughfares, sidewalks and
bridges of the City, including streetscaping, streetlighting, right-of-way protection, utility
relocation, and related storm drainage improvements; and acquiring rights-of-way in
connection therewith; ( ii) designing, developing and acquiring information technology
systems and equipment; ( iii) designing, developing, constructing, improving and
renovating existing City buildings and facilities, including City Hall, public safety, library,
park and recreation, convention and visitors bureau and service center buildings and
facilities, (iv) acquiring vehicles and equipment for police, fire, emergency services, public
works, utilities and park and recreation purposes, and (v) professional services incurred
in connection with items (i) through (iv), and to pay the costs incurred in connection with
the issuance of the Certificates. The estimated combined principal and interest required
to pay the Certificates on time and in full is $13,531,140.54. Such estimate is provided
for illustrative purposes only, and is based on an assumed interest rate of 2.15%. Market
conditions affecting interest rates vary based on a number of factors beyond the control
of the City, and the City cannot and does not guarantee a particular interest rate
associated with the Certificates. As of the date of this notice, the aggregate principal
amount outstanding of tax-supported debt obligations of the City is $138,030,000, and
based on the City’s expectations, as of the date of this notice the combined principal and
interest required to pay all of the outstanding tax-supported debt obligations of the City
on time and in full is $178,306,812.70.
WITNESS MY HAND AND THE OFFICIAL SEAL OF THE CITY, this 1st day of
June, 2021.
s/Tara Brooks, City Secretary
City of Grapevine, Texas
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ORDINANCE NO. 2021-020

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS, REAPPOINTING JUDGE ALAN
WAYLAND AS THE MUNICIPAL COURT JUDGE FOR A
TWO ( 2) YEAR TERM; PROVIDING A SEVERABILITY
CLAUSE; DECLARING AN EMERGENCY AND PROVIDING
AN EFFECTIVE DATE
WHEREAS, the City of Grapevine City Council wishes to reappoint the current
Municipal Court Judge, the Honorable Alan Wayland, for an additional two (2) year term,
commencing on May 1, 2021; and
WHEREAS, all constitutional and statutory prerequisites for the approval of this
ordinance have been met, including but not limited to the Open Meetings Act and Chapter
211 of the Local Government Code; and
WHEREAS, the City Council deems the adoption of this ordinance to be in the best
interests of the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF GRAPEVINE, TEXAS:
Section 1.
That all matters stated in the preamble are found to be true and
correct and are incorporated herein for all purposes.
Section 2.
That the City Council of the City of Grapevine hereby reappoints
Judge Alan Wayland to serve a two (2) year term as Municipal Court Judge commencing
on the first day of May, 2021.
Section 3.
That the public importance of this measure creates an emergency
and an imperative public necessity, and this ordinance shall take effect and be in full
force and effect immediately upon its passage; and all ordinance and/or charter rules
requiring ordinances to be considered and passed at more than one meeting or session
are hereby dispensed with for the purpose of adopting this ordinance as an emergency
ordinance, and this ordinance shall take effect and be in force and effect from and after
its final passage, as provided by the Charter of the City.
Section 4.
That it is hereby declared to be the intention of the City Council of
the City of Grapevine, that sections, paragraphs, clauses and phrases of this ordinance
are severable, and if any phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, or section of this
ordinance shall be declared unconstitutional by the valid judgment or decree of any court
of competent jurisdiction, such unconstitutionality or invalidity shall not affect any of the
remaining phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs, or sections of this ordinance since
the same would have been enacted by the City Council of the City of Grapevine without
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the incorporation in this ordinance of any such unconstitutional or invalid phrase, clause,
sentence, paragraph or section.
Section 5.

That this ordinance shall be in effect from and after its passing.

PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS on the 1st day of June, 2021.
APPROVED:

William D. Tate
Mayor

ATTEST:

Tara Brooks
City Secretary

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Matthew C.G. Boyle
City Attorney

Ordinance No. 2021-020
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CONTRACT FOR APPOINTMENT OF SECOND
ALTERNATE MUNICIPAL JUDGE
FOR THE CITY OF GRAPEVINE, TEXAS

The City of Grapevine, Texas, in accordance with Section 8-2(c) of the Code of Ordinances
of the City of Grapevine, by this instrument hereby enters into a contract with Candace
Carlson for appointment as Second Alternate Municipal Judge of the City of Grapevine,
Texas.
The tenure of this appointment shall be (1) one year from the date of said signed contract.
However, the Alternate Judge of the Municipal Court may be removed by a majority vote of
the City Council for incompetency, corruption, misconduct or malfeasance in office, after
due notice and an opportunity to be heard in his defense. Also, following due procedure, the
Second Alternate Judge of the Municipal Court may be removed from office by City Council
resolution declaring a lack of confidence in the Judge.
Said Second Alternate Municipal Judge shall perform the duties of the Municipal Judge
when the Municipal Judge is temporarily unavailable to perform his duties.
Moreover, the Second Alternate Municipal Judge shall each year satisfy the annual
continuing Judicial Education requirements of the State Government Code, Section 29.008
without compensation or reimbursement for such certification from the City of Grapevine.
The Second Alternate Judge shall be compensated $ 60.00 per arraignment, $ 60 per
warrant and $300 per Court Session for services rendered by him on behalf of the City of
Grapevine, Texas as documented by the Court Administrator.
This contract is made and entered into by and between the City of Grapevine, Texas and
Eric Rans, and shall be effective immediately upon its execution
Signed this the ______ day of ____________________, 2021.

City of Grapevine, Texas
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By: ______________________
Eric Ransleben
Alternate Municipal Judge

ATTEST:

Tara Brooks
City Secretary

APPROVED:

Matthew C.G. Boyle
City Attorney

By: _______________________
Bruno Rumbelow
City Manager
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5080 Spectrum Drive, Suite 900E, Addison, Texas 75001 (469) 232-2100 Fax (469) 232-2101

Brokerage Service Agreement

THIS BROKERAGE SERVICE AGREEMENT ( this “ Agreement”) is between MCGRIFF
INSURANCE SERVICES, INC. (“MCGRIFF”) and CITY OF GRAPEVINE (the “ Client”).
The Client and MCGRIFF agree as follows:
1. Client appoints MCGRIFF as the Client’ s insurance broker of record in order to solicit, negotiate

and service insurance policies for the Client for the coverages described on Exhibit A hereto
Insurance Placement). Client also desires for MCGRIFF to provide the employee benefits
consulting services described on Exhibit B hereto ( Employee Benefits Consulting Services).
Both Exhibit A and B are attached to and made a part of this Agreement.
2. The Client will provide MCGRIFF with all information necessary to enable MCGRIFF to
provide Insurance Placement and Employee Benefits Consulting Services.
3. MCGRIFF agrees to perform the services described in this Agreement in a professional and
timely manner.
4. The parties agree and understand the Client is not under any legal or other obligation to
purchase any insurance product through MCGRIFF in its capacity as either a producer or
consultant, and that the purchase of any insurance product or employee benefits consulting
services is purely voluntary by the Client.
5. Remuneration:
A. The Client will pay MCGRIFF a fee in the amount of $50,000 ( the “ Fee”) annually for
Insurance Placement and Employee Benefits Consulting Services. The Fee may be
refundable, in whole or in part, in accordance with Section 10 of this Agreement.
B.

The Fee will be payable upon receipt of an annual invoice by the Client.

C.

If MCGRIFF receives commission ( including Tier II commissions) from one or more
insurance companies and/or intermediaries for the placement of insurance policies for
the coverages described on Exhibit A (a “ Commission”), the Fee will be reduced by the
amount of such Commission. Final adjustments to the Fee amount will be made by
MCGRIFF after the determination and receipt by MCGRIFF of all Commissions, net of
any adjustments pursuant to any audit, endorsement, accounting reconciliation or other

applicable business process.
1/12/2017 Edition
Confidential
Benefits Type I BSA
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D.

The Client acknowledges that:
i. receipt of such Commission constitutes remuneration of MCGRIFF for placement

of the applicable insurance policies;
ii. the remaining Fee does not include remuneration of MCGRIFF for placement of

the insurance policies for which MCGRIFF receives Commission; and
iii. the remaining Fee is separate from and in addition to any such Commission.
E.

With respect to Insurance Placements and/ or Employee Benefits Consulting Services

undertaken on behalf of the Client that are not contemplated by this Agreement, MCGRIFF
may be compensated pursuant to a separate Broker Service Agreement or by the insurance

companies and/or intermediaries utilized in such Insurance Placements. MCGRIFF will
make information regarding such Agreements and compensation available to the Client

upon request.
6. With respect to any insurance placement or employee benefits consulting services for which
MCGRIFF’ s compensation is fee- based in whole or part, MCGRIFF will not execute or accept

any monetary compensation pursuant to any ( 1) market service agreement, ( 2) placement
service agreement, or ( 3) agreement providing for any bonus, override or contingency that

would be received from any type of intermediary or insurance company. Further, MCGRIFF
will instruct all insurance companies to exclude insurance policies from any contingency

agreements, bonuses and overrides if MCGRIFF receives a fee for placement of such policies.
This does not preclude MCGRIFF from accepting non- monetary awards, including trips and

other prizes, which MCGRIFF believes are important for professional and business
development.

7. MCGRIFF reserves the right to engage its related affiliates and subsidiaries in connection with
the execution of Brokerage Services Agreements. Use of these business partners and service

providers could result in the accrual of additional income to MCGRIFF-related subsidiaries and
affiliates.
8. This Agreement and the respective rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall be

construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the state of TEXAS. To obtain
information on how to file a complaint regarding fees, Contact the Texas Department of
Insurance at 1-800-252-3439.
9. This Agreement commences on __6/1/2021__ and ends on __5/31/2024__. Either party may
terminate this Agreement upon 30 days advance written notice to the other party.

10. Unless otherwise prohibited by law or regulation, should this Agreement be terminated by the
Client in accordance with Section 9, the Fee will be deemed earned as follows:
i. 50% of the Fee deemed earned as of the Commencement Date;

ii. 75% of the Fee deemed earned five months after the Commencement Date;
1/12/2017 Edition
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iii. 100% of the Fee deemed earned nine months or greater after the Commencement

Date.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Client and MCGRIFF have executed this Agreement.

MCGRIFF INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

CITY OF GRAPEVINE, TEXAS

By:

By:

Name: Johnny Fontenot

Name:

Title: Executive Vice President

Title:

Manager’ s Initial:
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EXHIBIT A
The Client has requested Insurance Placement for the following lines of coverage.

Medical & Pharmacy
Dental

Vision
Group Life/ AD& D

Long Term Disability
Stop Loss

1/12/2017 Edition
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EXHIBIT B

MCGRIFF will provide the following Employee Benefits Consulting Services for the Client:
A. Strategic Benefit Planning. Provide assistance in developing overall plan benchmarks and
targets to ensure that the plan meets the objectives of Client and its employees.

B. Benefit Design. Help to ensure that benefit designs are consistent with the strategic benchmarks
and targets set forth in the strategic benefit planning process.
C. Administration. Identify core administrative services, assess vendor performance, and manage
vendor relationships to provide appropriate program administration.
D. Funding. Provide counsel regarding program funding alternatives, including reviewing fee
proposals and recommending budget rates, employee contribution rates, and COBRA rates.
E. Vendor Selection. Upon client request, MCGRIFF will prepare Request(s) for Proposal (RFP),
analyze RFP’ s and prepare a summary report outlining responses. Vendors include, but are not
limited to:
Voluntary Worksite Programs
Wellness and Disease Management Programs
Third Party Claims Administration
Utilization Review Programs
IRS Code Selection 125 Programs
Preferred Provider Network Plans
Online Enrollment Services
Communication Services
Health Savings Account Services
F. Communication. Assist in drafting employee communications regarding benefit program
performance and changes, and assist in the review of plan documents and insurance certificates
during the planning and enrollment process.
G. Compliance Tools & Legislative Information. Provide informational materials on legislative
developments impacting Employee Benefit Management plans, including access to online
reference tools on topics such as FMLA, COBRA, HIPAA, HIPAA Privacy, and Section 125.
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H. Meetings with Client and Vendors. Services will include attendance at and facilitation of the

following meetings with Client and vendors to facilitate program management including day-today operations and planning program changes:
Meet with Client on a quarterly basis to review all activities performed by MCGRIFF during

the prior quarter. The meetings will include discussion of business concerns, including
presentations of options and recommendations.
Upon Client request, MCGRIFF shall meet with Client semi- annually to discuss review of

the program, state of the marketplace, progress made toward strategic plan, and
developments within Clients organization.
Meet with Client annually to review the stewardship report for the preceding year, create a

stewardship report outlining the goals and objectives for the upcoming year, and agree upon
MCGRIFF’ s fees for the next twelve month period.
I. Stewardship Report. Will develop and implement a detailed account stewardship plan, which

should include, but not be limited to, the following:
Specific quantifiable and measurable goals and objectives relating to Client’ s programs; and
Detailed work plans which lay out the account management plan, work schedules, areas of
concentration, timing, and information requirements.
J. Data Analysis. Provide Client with summary comparisons and work with Client and TPA to

secure additional reports as needed for claims analysis.

1/12/2017 Edition
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EXHIBIT C
MCGRIFF will receive commission on the following lines of coverage. These particular lines of

coverage are not subject to the fee for insurance placement included in this BSA.

Voluntary Short Term Disability

Voluntary Life/AD& D
Voluntary Critical Illness

Voluntary Accident

1/12/2017 Edition
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MASTER
MAJOR

THIS

MASTER

AGREEMENT
Texas,

County"),

acting by and through

Agreement,

hereinafter (“

AGREEMENT

CAPITAL

is

made

hereinafter ("

by

City")

its duly authorized

Master

GOVERNING

IMPROVEMENT

Agreement”)

PROGRAM

and

between

or (“ Town”),

officials,

the

and Dallas

City/ Town
County,

of

hereinafter

which desire to enter into an Interlocal

for the purpose

of transportation

improvements

roads inside Dallas County that are in the Dallas County Mobility Plan, hereinafter (“

on

Mobility Plan”).

WITNESSETH

pursuant

WHEREAS,
Commissioners
MCIP”)

Court approved

the approved

Order ______________,

participation

MCIP

updated or approved

Chapter

WHEREAS,

local governments

NOW

Court

in Transportation

project

791 of the Texas

to enter into interlocal

THEREFORE,

lists and MCIP

by the Commissioners

THIS

Major

Capital

County

Improvement

Program

Government

definitions

A. AMENDMENT
additions

or deletions

B. AMENITY
including
lighting,
Design

are incorporated

shall

shall

D. CONTEXT

mean

Code,

as amended,

provides

authorization

for

made

and entered

into by City/ Town

and

I.

DEFINITIONS

into this agreement

document

for all purposes.

executed

by all parties

detailing

changes,

features

to street

not included

pavers,

colored

or any other feature
in capacity

in excess

in the Standard

concrete,

planters,

above and beyond
of County

Basic

Project

irrigation,

the Standard

determined

Design

decorative

Basic Project

requirements

based

on

shall mean the City/ Town of ______________________, Dallas County, Texas.
SENSITIVE

that involves

and mobility.

transportation

scenic, aesthetic,
CSS

improvement

AGREEMENT–

2021

SOLUTIONS (“

all stakeholders

and meaningful

project development

MASTER

be

and

is hereby

a written

Project

signage,

setting and preserves

continuous

may

future traffic flow.

C. CITY/ TOWN

approach

amounts

in the Master Agreement.

or any increase

anticipated

safety

mean

but not limited
special

commitment

stated herein:

ARTICLE

The following

funding

Court on a periodic, as- needed basis; and

agreements;

AGREEMENT

County for the mutual consideration

MCIP

dated __________________,

within the cities and towns inside Dallas County; and

WHEREAS,
modified,

to

process.

CSS”)

is

a

collaborative,

to develop a transportation
historic and environmental

is an approach
project will exist.
involvement

that considers
CSS principles

of the public

interdisciplinary

facility that fits its physical
resources,

the total

while maintaining

context

within

include the employment

and all stakeholders

which

of early,

throughout

It is the intent of the Dallas County Public Works Department

1
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use the essential
dictate

elements

a very intense

of CSS in all approaches

County will always consider
E.

COUNTY

F.

DIRECT

Some projects

will

but the

CSS.

shall mean County of Dallas, State of Texas.
PROJECT

specifically

and PROGRAM

with a particular

compensation

of employees

of the project or program,
purpose

to deliver the project.

use of CSS, while others will only use a few of the elements,

of the project

capital

expenditures;

project

including,

relocation

project or program

cost objective.

for the time devoted and identified

cost of materials

or program;
change

and

acquired,

equipment

orders;

but not limited

and adjustment,

shall mean those costs that can be identified

COSTS

travel

consumed

changes;

expenses

to, design,

construction.

These costs generally
specifically
or expended

damage

incurred

claims

specifically
and other

specifically

right- of- way, road

include

to the performance

to carry

or street

Direct Cost does not include

for the

approved
out the

drainage,

utility

the City/ Town or

the County’ s general overhead.
G. EFFECTIVE

DATE shall mean the date of the signature

Master Agreement
H. FIVE

PHASE

project

from

Practices

PROJECT

conception

Manual (“

incorporated

references

DELIVERY

by

reference,

for this

as

well

as

A”),

any

A, Project

which

amendments,

herein by reference.
Manual.

for delivering

updates,

Master Agreement.

and

additions,

or

Amendments,

updates,

additions,

to the Practices

to the city/ town on an as- needed basis during the term of this
design, right-

and construction.

AGREEMENT (“
to establish

hereto

This Master Agreement

The five phases of the project delivery system are planning,

of- way, utility clearance,

a

Management

is attached

may be issued by the Dallas County Public Works Department

Manual, which may be provided

City/ Town

in Attachment

or “ Attachment

the most current edition of the Practices

FUNDING

necessary

shall mean the process

as detailed

Manual”

thereto, which are also incorporated

or supplements

I.

SYSTEM

to completion

Practices

herein

supplements

of the last person

to become effective.

FA”)

shall

a preliminary

mean

proposed

the agreement
budget

between

for a project,

the County

including

and a

the required

funding match from the City/ Town in an amount equal to or greater than County MCIP funding
commitment.

As design

Agreement (“

FA”)

and/ or PSA is necessary
J.

INDIRECT
readily

is completed

and the engineering

shall be incorporated

COSTS

identified

into the Project

before beginning

engineering

a particular

final

project

more than one project

or program

benefits to a specific project are often difficult or impossible
K. IN- HOUSE

PROJECT

the development
selection

of the Major

of projects,

of projects.
materials,

DELIVERY

scoping

Cost Accounting
equipment,

COSTS (“

Capital

IHPD”)

Improvement

of projects,
shall include

project

the Funding
PSA”).

A FA

cost objective.

necessary

Their

be

precise

shall mean all costs associated

Program (

design,

and cannot

to trace.

property

but is not limited

and other expenditures

is refined,

Agreement (“

design.

shall mean those costs that benefit

with

estimate

Specific

MCIP) “

Call for Projects”,

acquisition

to employee

with

and construction

time reimbursement,

for the management

and continuation

of the MCIP.
L. INTERLOCAL

AGREEMENTS

shall mean

City/ Town and County in accordance
M. LEAD AGENCY

shall mean that entity responsible

limited to planning,
and construction
MCIP

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

contracts

design, right- of- way acquisition,

unless otherwise
2021

or agreements

with the Texas Government

entered

Code, Chapter

for project management,
approved

including,

utility relocation

designated.
2
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N. MASTER

attachments,

O. MEMORANDUM
includes,

shall

mean

this

document

including

all incorporated

and exhibits.

OF

AGREEMENT (“

MOA”)

shall

mean

a written

document

but is not limited to a MOA, MOU, FA, and/ or PSA, which incorporates

the Preliminary
P.

MA”)

AGREEMENT (“

documents,

the results of

Design Charrette.

MEMORANDUM

OF UNDERSTANDING “

shall mean a written

MOU”)

document

includes, but is not limited to a MOA, MOU, FA, and/ or PSA, which incorporates
the Preliminary

with the concepts

increase

CONNECTIVITY

motorized

and/ or amendments
accessibility,

ROADS

the incorporated
municipality (
segments

thereto,

or any

flexibility,

of the transportation
and non- motorized

R. ORPHAN

IMPROVEMENTS

system,

across and between

municipalities)

operation,

unincorporated

rights of way.

abuts

or

required
existing

extends

thereon,

as the Preliminary

determined

identified

right- of- way.

has primary

emergency

and

the County for

area of the

These

roadway

responsibility

services

within

or part of land and improvements

of the Project.

CHARRETTE (“

Design Charrette,

design is underway.

by the lead agency.

of a PCC,

such

integration

of

challenges,

as poor
master

budgetary

City/ Town

for
these

located

or other stakeholder

as

Such right- of- way shall include

the

real property

ownership

and all

approach

of independent
of

estimate,

soils,

presence

planning

DESIGN
engineers

discussing

alignment,
design

with

Other conditions

of unconsolidated
project

delivery,

will be

encountered

may dictate the use

solid

dumps,

waste

unusual

thus calling for significant

CHARRETTE (“
and stakeholders

feasible

and

entering
scope

is complete

alternatives

have

known for each alternative,
is conducted

very early in the design start,

for which a PCC is appropriate

thus avoiding

innovative

right- of- way (“

Value Engineering

using a PCC will be that early consensus

and includes

preliminary

and

ROW”)

efforts),

will be achieved

etc.

on a basic

wasted design funding and loss

for project delivery.

U. PRELIMINARY

alternative,

shall have the same meanings

but be conducted

The conditions

to the project design and construction,

of momentum

PCC”)

Use of CSS will usually mean that a PCC will be conducted,

constraints (

The results of properly

MASTER

and/ or

by County,

since its use fits perfectly into CSS concepts.

MCIP

the

or other City/ Town or County

CONCEPT

before substantial

alignment

which

real property to be utilized for the Project.

T. PRELIMINARY

purpose

into

shall mean those portions

or partially

street, road, drainage

purposes

acts

integration

and the incorporated

Thus, the County
police

for right- of- way requirements

additional

the

by the abutting City/ Town ( or cities) that they serve

enforcement,

OR PARCELS

wholly

transportation

enhance

modes throughout

or municipalities)

have, in effect, been “ orphaned”

PARCEL

federal

and

shall mean all or part of a street or road right- of-way, which are outside

maintenance,

either

future

efficiency,

in that they have been left unincorporated.

S.

which comply

users.

limits of a municipality (

or

shall mean projects

in the 21st Century Act (“ MAP- 21”), any

in the Moving Ahead for Progress

safety,

connectivity

that

the results of

Design Charrette.

Q. MULTI- MODAL
supplements

that

been

design

of

2021

the

or near

shall mean meetings

alternatives,

into a MOA,

The

completion.
ROW

parties

forging

MOU,

project.

designed,

present

of representatives

of the project

consensus

for

FA, and/ or a PSA
PDC
This

will
means

requirements

be

the

for the
selected

for the overall

scheduled

horizontal

are at least

and the design is 40% to 60% complete.

with all the stakeholders

AGREEMENT–

PDC”)

of the contracting

when
and

the

vertical

approximately

The result of a PDC that

is that it may help assure the project is able to
3
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overcome

any

relocation,

and finally, road construction.

V. PROJECT

challenges

MANAGER

the primary

duty

with

design

completion,

ROW

shall mean the person appointed

for assuring

Project

Participant

acquisition,

utility

design

and

by the Lead Agency who is assigned

coordination

and timely

project

delivery.

There will be only one Project Manager assigned to a Project.
W. PROJECT
County,
agreed

PARTICIPANTS/

City/ Town,

upon by the County,

delivering

the completed

X. PROJECT(

improvements

Y. PROJECT
with

City/ Town,

mean

approved

and approved

the

representatives
parties

from

the

as may be mutually

or otherwise

thoroughfare

by the Commissioners

DURATION

and

with responsibility

multi- modal

Court for inclusion

shall mean the active

for a Project

for

connectivity

in the Transportation

life of the Project.

by the City/ Town

Court.

fully completed

and the maintenance

MCIP

Project

and approval

The Project shall be considered

complete

shall commence

by the Dallas

when construction

County
has been

period has expired or the Project has been terminated

in

with Article IV of this Master Agreement.

Z. PROJECT

SPECIFIC

Master

supersedes

AGREEMENT (“

Agreement,

responsibilities

which

of the City/ Town

PSA”)

is entered

shall mean a written agreement

into

and County

to establish

as it relates

the

subsequent

contractual

to a particular

rights

Project.

and

A PSA

a MOA, MOU or FA.

AA. RIGHT -

OF WAY- (“

easement
interest

independent

and stakeholders

proposed

Commissioners

to this

mean

of the contracting

by the City/ Town.

the application

accordance

shall

stakeholders

Project.

shall

S)

TEAM

and other

ROW”)

or other mechanism,
identified

is a strip of land that is granted,

for the Project.

by the County

through

a ROW deed, an

ROW shall mean that real property or property

or the City/ Town,

as necessary

for the construction

of the

Project which shall include the existing street, road, drainage or other City/ Town or County real
property ownership
BB. SCOPING

and all additional

will be attached to PSA’ s involving

SHEETS

attached to PSA’ s involving

a study or design.
the alignment,

other

As project

parameters
Sheets

construction
CC. SMALL

of the Project.
shall

WATERSHED

Service (“

DD. STANDARD

specifications,

and needs

by the

mean

Department
formerly

typical section and

are more

Project

floodwater

clearly

Manager

criteria
pavement

sidewalks,

for paving,
marking,
medians,
excluding

upon by the contracting

AGREEMENT–

2021

PROJECT

named

and auxiliary
DESIGN

bridges,

warranted

defined,

to reflect

Natural
Service (“

of the Flood Control

Act of 1954.

the

current

that

were

Resources
SCS”),

in

Act of 1944 and

These structures

typically

have

spillways.
shall

mean

and

road or street amenities,

the

standard

appurtenances,

signals,

storage/ turn lanes, access,

parties and listed

structures

USDA”)

the Soil Conservation

drainage
uniform

retarding

of Agriculture (“

and Flood Prevention

with principal

BASIC

standard driveways

MASTER

revised

shall

States

NRCS”),

Protection

earthen embankments

conduit,

appropriate

goals

less than 250, 000 acres under the authority

the Watershed

City/ Town

DAM

by the United

Conservation
watersheds

and

Scoping sheets may be

goals.

constructed

including

be updated

construction.

These sheets will set forth the design criteria to

be used for the Project, including

Scoping

MCIP

real property to be utilized for the Project.

County- approved

traffic

control

street light foundations,

required

structural

retaining

items

pull boxes,
walls and

or such design criteria as may be agreed

in a Project’ s Scoping Sheets.
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EE. TxDOT

shall mean the Texas Department

FF. UTILITIES

shall

governmental
within

mean

each

City/ Town

or quasi- governmental

the limits

of the Project

of Transportation.
utility,

facility,

by virtue

fiber

of Texas

public

optic

utility,

facility,

or federal

common

or other

carrier,

facility

law or agreement

located

between

the

entity and the City/ Town, County, or State of Texas.
GG.

HH.

UTILITY,

purpose

of the Project as identified

of the construction

UTILITY

IN PUBLIC

UTILITY

RIGHT- OF- WAY

shall mean those utilities

UTILITY

by the City/ Town, which requires

any governmental
II.

also known as CITY/ TOWN

CITY/ TOWN,

that are owned or operated

relocation

or adjustment

for the

by Project plans.

shall mean all Utilities

located within the limits of

entity.

IN PRIVATELY

OWNED

RIGHT- OF- WAY

shall mean all Utilities,

excluding

City/ Town Utilities, whose facilities are located within a private easement.
JJ.

UTILITY
adjusted

BETTERMENT
or relocated

upgrading

shall mean any increase

as a part of the Project

of the Utility’ s Facility above the standard

by the Utility and customarily
the City/ Town or Utility.
accomplish

in the capacity

as compared

of any Utility’ s Facility

to the existing

practices,

used by the City/ Town or Utility on Projects

Provided,

however,

that any adjustments

the Project shall not be considered

a Betterment,

no longer regularly

processed

on other projects
utilities

manufactured,

financed

BASIC PROJECT

ARTICLE
This Master Agreement
the respective

agreement

II.

as well as the standard

This meaning
basic

street

a Betterment,
currently used
shall apply to

components (

See

DESIGN”).

PERIOD

OF THE AGREEMENT

becomes effective when signed by the last party whose signing makes

fully executed ( The “ Effective

ten ( 10) years from the Effective

shall not be considered

solely by the City/ Town or Utility.

in

of devices or materials

shall be only to the standard devices or materials

that are part of the Project

STANDARD

or installed

by

to successfully

and further, that any increase

resulting solely from the replacement

that such replacement

or any

specified

solely financed

necessary

the capacity of the Utility Facility

provided

Facility,

devices or materials,

Date”).

Date unless terminated

This Master Agreement

in accordance

shall expire

with Article IV of this Maser

Agreement.

ARTICLE
This Master
County.

Agreement

Any amendment

III .

AMENDMENTS

may be amended

with the mutual

must be in writing and approved

through either a Court Order from Commissioners

ARTICLE

IV.

by the parties’

of the City/ Town

respective

governing

Court or a City/ Town Council Resolution.

TERMINATION,
ESSENCE

consent

DEFAULT,

TIME OF THE

AND FORCE MAJEURE

A. TERMINATION

a.

This Master Agreement
1.

MCIP

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

may be terminated

By expiration

2021

by any of the following

conditions:

of the term of the agreement.
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2.

By either party, by providing
XIX, Paragraph
termination
provisions

any amended

MOA,

with

proper

original

allowances

provisions
c.

of the party being in default of the
supplemental

made

for

and/ or

to timely

circumstances

with ninety ( 90) days written

provide

beyond

the

notice to the other

I. of this Master Agreement.

this Master Agreement

as herein provided,

and/ or amended

shall not be terminated

In the event that any original

become

permitted,

and/ or supplemental

prior to completion

than Costs due and payable

all existing,

fully

MOA, MOU, FA, and/ or PSA made

and shall automatically

may terminate

and/ or amended

of the Project, no additional

at the time of termination

due and payable

due to such

incorporate

all the

If the Project is terminated

MOA, MOU, FA, and/ or

Costs shall be incurred other

for services

termination.

all Project contracts,

the other of its intent to complete
d.

date of

of this Master Agreement.

PSA is terminated

shall

being

to Article

party.

and/ or supplemental

under this Master Agreement

pursuant

the effective

and/ or any original,

to Article XIX, Paragraph

Should either party terminate
executed

establishing

FA, and/ or PSA or the failure

By either party for any reason
party pursuant

b.

Agreement

MOU,

control of the defaulting
3.

notice of termination

Agreement

to the other party as consequence
of this Master

funding,

written

I. of this Master

actually

The Lead

performed

Agency,

or that

to the extent

unless written notice is given by either party to

the Project, and prepare a final accounting

for the Project.

by the City/ Town prior to the award of any construction

contract

and the Project is located within the City/ Town limits, City/ Town shall pay to the County the
full amount

expended

by the County

on the Project

City/ Town its rights and all deliverables
professional

services

days subsequent
e.

Once

that it may be entitled

or other project contracts

in the final accounting

for the Project.

to the termination,

the construction

or agreements.

or thirty days subsequent

contract

In the event that a Project
either

has been

otherwise

take

over

it is agreed

of current

information

records

required

writing by Completing
agrees
transfer

the

notice

Project

awarded

to cooperate

the sole obligation

subsequent

to Article

prosecute

the

Manager

contract,

including

Party.

Party all contracts.

Party upon transfer.

under such contract

the Lead Agency
effective

best efforts to ensure a transition

or other
Order,

AGREEMENT–
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Party a

records

or

or requested

in

will use its best efforts

Completing

from any and all liability
date.

to

shall become

party agrees to timely

due and payable.

Completing

under such assigned
Lead Agency

contracts

shall exercise

its

of services without interruption.
engineering,

other items produced to the date of termination.

MASTER

the work is not the

under such contracts

Either party shall have the right to retain copies of all data, information,

MCIP

or

format or both. The Lead Agency

as they become

upon the transfer

by contract

to the Completing

obligations

The Lead Agency
Obligations

contract,

I. of this Master

to completion

any Work

Party in either printed or electronic

of the Lead

of the construction

will furnish

by any project

of the Completing

body

XIX, Paragraph

work

outstanding

to date of transfer,

under the existing

of the construction.

In the event that the party completing

that the Project

with the Completing

Party hereby releases

by the governing

to any

pay all future obligations

to the

to delivery of final accounting.

until completion

pertaining

to the Completing

to receive

transfer

Such amount shall be included

prior to the award

pursuant

and

at its sole cost and expense.

Lead Agency,
listing

is terminated

party may, upon written

Agreement,

shall

Such amount shall be due and payable in full ninety ( 90)

Agency, the PSA for that Project cannot be terminated
f.

and the County

6

studies, or

Item #12
g.

In the event
approval
reallocate

h.

that no FA is approved

of County

MCIP

funding

within

commitment,

five ( 5) years

of Commissioners

then the County

Court

in its sole discretion,

can

the County MCIP funding commitment.

In the event the Project
transpired

after a completed

is being

completed

phase without

the County in its sole discretion,

in phases

any activity

can terminate

and more than five ( 5) years has

on subsequent

approved

the Project and reallocate

phases,

then

the remaining

County

if the Project

has not

MCIP funding.
i.

In the event that the City/ Town enters into a PSA with the County,
been completed

within

ten ( 10) years from the date of Commissioners

original PSA, then the County in its sole discretion,
remaining
j.

can terminate

Court

approval

of the

the Project and reallocate

the

County MCIP funding.

Provisions

b through

Master Agreement

j of this Article IV, Section

A shall survive

the termination

and any MOA, MOU, FA, and/ or PSA and shall be a continuing

until the transition

of services,

all payments

made and the Projects

listed or required

in this provision

shall be furnished

without additional

cost or expense to completing

obligation

are complete.

by Lead Agency

of this

All items

to Completing

Party

party.

B. FORCE MAJEURE:
Neither

County

performance

nor

resulting

Such acts include
earthquake,

shall

natural

be in default

from causes reasonably

but are not limited

lockout, stoppage
orders,

City/ Town

disaster,

nuclear

accident,

superimposed

strike, air traffic disruption,
public regulated

after the fact.

Any party delayed

possible give the other party written notice of the delay.
shall give notice of such impediment

the other party within ten ( 10) days of the knowledge

the delay is corrected,

the party delayed

notice thereof and shall resume performance
In the event of such an occurrence,
suspended

efforts to mitigate

County

a waiver

that the parties
other tortious

MCIP

conduct

defenses

parties

MASTER

officers,

to
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immunity

available

or agents

under Texas or other law.
this

2021

Master

to

The party delayed shall
that

give the other party written
as soon as practicable.

of such obligations

or duty shall be

Each party shall make

The provisions

Agreement,

Agreement

of this Article IV,

is in any way intended

or a waiver

County

of any tort limitation,

and City/ Town

for their own negligent

of performance

employees,

practical,

FOR ACT AND OMISSIONS

of this Master

of law, or otherwise.

in the course

shall as

and if the condition

shall be removed.

from suit or liability,

shall each be responsible

or governmental

officials,

any available
the

AND LIABILITY

of any immunities

have by operation

sovereign

respective
of

IMMUNITY

and City/ Town

to perform,

statutes,

of this Master Agreement.

and City/ Town agree that no provision

to constitute
County

V.

shall immediately

the effects of any suspension.

Section B shall survive the termination

ARTICLE

of such occurrence.

the time for performance

insurrection,

If reasonably

under this Master Agreement

until such time that such inability

all reasonable

invasion,

flood,

or delay in performance

to correct the cause of the delay, if correctable,

in

to its neglect.

epidemic,

by force majeure

the suspension

caused

or failures

utility, or governmental

soon as reasonably

diligence

delays

pandemic,

the party claiming

use reasonable

any

for

beyond its control and not attributable

to acts of God, fire, storm,

of labor, riot, freight embargo,

or regulations

or responsible

of this Master
to either

under

Agreement

County

agree that both

acts or omissions
without

or City/ Town

Texas or other law and without

In the event of joint and concurrent
responsibility,

if

any,

shall

7

be

or

waiving
or their
waiving

negligence
apportioned

Item #12
comparatively
including
federal

Nothing

or otherwise,

survive

the

determination

with the laws of the State of Texas,

or governmental

or Texas law.

contractual
shall

in accordance

sovereign

immunity,

or other defenses

in this paragraph

termination,

or entities.

waiving

available

shall be construed

in or to any third persons

that this Master

without

any defenses,

to the parties

under

to create or grant any rights,

The provisions

expiration,

or cancellation

of this

Master

Agreement

or any portion

hereof

is void,

of this Article

Agreement,
voidable,

V

or any

invalid,

or

unenforceable.

ARTICLE

VI.

LEAD AGENCY

A. Lead Agency shall be that entity which is responsible
completion

of construction.

City/ Town

Project through design and construction

and County

Provide

completion

project

management

following

Master Agreement,
any

updates,

herein by reference.

for the County

to manage

to
the

and

the City/ Town shall:

leadership

from

the 5 Phase Project Delivery

which is attached

amendments,

may choose

through

and for the City/ Town to acquire ROW.

B. In the event that the City/ Town is the Lead Agency
a.

for the Project from conception

hereto and incorporated

additions,

Amendments,

Project

or supplements

updates,

Dallas County Public Works Department

selection

System as detailed

additions,

construction

herein by reference,

thereto,

which

are also

or supplements

to the Practices

to

in Attachment

Manual,

A to this
as well as

incorporated

may be issued by the

which may be provided

to

the city/ town on an as- needed basis during the term of this Master Agreement;
b.

Lead Agency shall be responsible

Preliminary

Design

Charrettes

for hosting

the Preliminary

and Neighborhood

c.

Acquire ROW necessary

d.

Enter into or obtain whatever

e.

Provide County with the opportunity

Concept

Charrettes

and or

Public Workshops;

for the Project;
agreements

or permits necessary

for significant

for Project completion;

input in plan development

and periodic

progress reviews; and
f.

Provide

accounting
C. For

records

phases,

projects

elements

only be eligible
have arrived

the

Basic

agreement

Design

ARTICLE

the

Project

through

Kick- off

financial

accounting

or

engineering

Design

Meeting

VII.

in its sole discretion

AGREEMENT–

with the County

can reallocate

2021

criteria

to specify

and

unless

transportation

County funding will

the City/ Town

of the County
as necessary,

CITY/ TOWN AGREES

within five ( 5) years of Commissioners

agreements

is considering

Basic Project Design criteria,

during
the

and County

the initial

Preliminary

design

Concept

Design Charrette meetings.

AS FOLLOWS:

Court approval

for the implementation

FA within five ( 5) years of Commissioners

MASTER

either

involvement

Projects mutually agreed upon and incorporated

MCIP

for

City/ Town

the Standard

to the Standard

Charrette and Preliminary

necessary

auditing

in which

exceeding

at a mutual

including

A. To execute,

periodic

or both.

City/ Town- led

infrastructure

for

herein by reference

Court approval

of funding

of design

with a PSA.

of the funding

commitment,

and construction

Without at least a

commitment,

the funding commitment.

8

the

of the

the County

Item #12
B. City/ Town agrees not to allow more than five ( 5) years to transpire after a completed
any activity
phases.

on subsequent

If more

subsequent

approved

phases,

than five ( 5) years

approved

phases,

in the event that the Project

transpire

after

a completed

the County in its sole discretion,

phase

phase without

is being completed

without

can reallocate

any activity

the remaining

in
on

County

MCIP funding.
C. City/ Town agrees to complete
Court approval
can reallocate
D. To

estimated

E. The

City/ Town

the following

approved

preferred

alignment,

to meet MCIP Project funding for each milestone

discretion

can

require

into necessary

to share the funding

50%/ 50% or an otherwise

adopting

proposed
as specified

or in the FA and/ or PSA.

issues before entering

City/ Town agrees

a.

Resolution

budget, and commitment

outstanding
F.

Council

in its sole

the County in its sole discretion

County MCIP funding.

in the Master Agreement

County

within ten ( 10) years from the date of Commissioners

If more than ten ( 10) years transpire,

the remaining

provide

herein

of the PSA.

the Project

the

City/ Town

agreements

of each Project

to provide

to address

for the Project to proceed.

with County

agreed cost sharing arrangement

a plan

on an equal share basis of

as specified

in a FA and/ or PSA with

exclusions:

City/ Town shall bear the entire cost of:
1.

City/ Town owned utilities relocation

facilities,

except

utility adjustments

or adjustment

directly

such as water and sanitary sewer

attributable

to storm sewer improvement

conflicts;
2.

Amenities

decorative

including

but not limited

to street

pavers,

colored

concrete,

lighting, special signage, or any other feature over the Standard

planters,

Basic Project

Design;
3.

Utility Betterments;

4.

Direct

costs of City/ Town

which

is fulfilling

totally funded by City/ Town unless supported
equal to County’ s accounting
5.

the role of Lead Agency,

by a detailed

hourly accounting

concepts,

City/ Town Indirect Costs.

design

elements

to acquire

platting

process

and limits by the County

ROW required

for designated

and/ or other legal means,

the building

permitting

the required

ROW.

acquired.

system

system; and

G. After the City/ Town and County enter into a MOA, MOU, FA and/ or PSA, regarding

agrees

shall be

and City/ Town at the PDC, the City/ Town

projects

by voluntary

to the maximum

process that setback requirements

also agrees

to fund the removal

dedication,

extent possible,
are imposed

City/ Town agrees to fund ROW not acquired,

City/ Town

the Project’ s

the subdivision

and to ensure

through

to limit encroachment

but reasonably

of improvements

upon

expected

to be

that are encroachments

within existing or proposed ROW areas.
H. In the event of any proposed
and City/ Town is unable
of such conflict.

use of the Project

to obtain such ROW as described

County and City/ Town shall determine

would be in the best interest of the Project.
acquired

such

ROW that will conflict

cost

shall

be included

cost

of the conflicting

MASTER
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parcel

is reached and the parcel is

of the project

in the agreed

proportions.

MCIP

Project

above, City/ Town shall notify County

if the acquisition

In the event that agreement

in the pro rated

with the proposed

9

upon

Item #12
I.

City/ Town hereby grants the County authority to enter into eminent domain proceedings
City/ Town limits on each specific

ROW alignment

within the

and/ or project as approved

by the City/ Town

the

on

and County.
J.

To

require

all

transportation
as required
Utilities

Utilities

located

within

or using

projects within City’ s/ Town’ s municipal
by the proposed

shall be relocated

improvement

or adjusted

present

public

ROW

all designated

limits to adjust and/ or relocate said Utilities

of the designated

transportation

project.

City/ Town

at no cost to County except as may be specifically

set forth

in this Master Agreement.
K. City/ Town

agrees

conforming

to be cooperative

uses, zoning and similar restrictions

when possible

to minimize

caused or contributed
other requirement
L. City/ Town
finalized,
delays.

shall

to billboards,

delays

of the Project.

signs,

Additional

zoning, non- conforming

require

the adjustment
as possible

and/ or relocation
after approval

non-

Project

costs

use determination

anything contained

or

all stakeholders

Project

and

schedule

not later than thirty ( 30) days prior to the award of

City/ Town will notify the County

to solve

problem’ s resolution

to be accomplished

herein to the contrary, all Utilities shall be adjusted or

and the ROW clear for construction
contract.

of Utilities

of final plans to prevent

conflicts would impact progress of the Project’ s completion.
with

advertising

and to exercise its best efforts to provide variances

costs and minimize

to by the City/ Town ordinance,

Notwithstanding

the construction

relating

shall be paid in full by the City/ Town.

as expeditiously

relocated

on issues

the problem;

which

and other stakeholders

when utility

County and City/ Town agree to work

includes

to prevent delays in the commencement

engaging

elected

or prosecution

officials

in the

of construction

on the

Project.
M. Where

planned

roadway

improvements (

including,

conflict with City/ Town owned water and sanitary
place, the actual costs of the necessary
pro rated at the overall percentage
shall be responsible
any relocation
provided

to storm

that is caused

drainage,)

that could otherwise

agreed to by City/ Town and County for cost sharing.

by City/ Town installation

of the Utility Owner

are in

remain in

of City/ Town water and sewer utilities shall be

for funding one hundred percent ( 100%) of any Betterment;

herein, all costs for adjustment

the responsibility
damages

adjustment

but not limited
sewer systems,

during

and/ or relocation

the Project

City/ Town

as well as 100% of

Duration.

Except

as

of utilities in the public ROW shall be

or of the City/ Town Utility.

Any Project

delay or other

caused by City/ Town or the Utility’ s failure to timely relocate or adjust the facility shall

be at the entire cost of City/ Town.
N. To provide for continuing
storage or encroachment
proposed
encroach

ROW.

In the event

on necessary

of removal
O. To provide

to County

be required

To actively
PCC

MCIP

features

including

zoning

or any other pertinent

of the Project.

as necessary

participate

AGREEMENT–

the aforementioned

specifically

standards

for the completion

and/ or the PDC,

MASTER

codes, (

guidelines,

Project development

or other appurtenances
are allowed

placement,

in the existing

or

by City/ Town

to

for County’ s or County’ s designee’ s use, at no cost, adequate

cost, such documents
P.

that

property

of said encroachment.

standards,

specifications,

and control of ROW to prevent the construction,

ROW during the duration of the project, City/ Town shall bear the entire cost

or relocation

construction

surveillance

of any signs, personal

Additionally,

authorized

preconstruction

representation

meeting,

development
as determined

City/ Town shall furnish

to keep all items previously

and provide

and

information

and project

furnished

which

and completion.

2021

codes),

of all
plats,

by County to
County,

at no

to County current.

with decision- making
meetings,

copies

10

power at the

are necessary

to

Item #12
Q. City/ Town agrees to provide timely review of interim submittals. “

Timely review”

upon during the PCC and/ or PDC as a part of the Project schedule.
no review

notes are submitted

are approved
R. When

to the County

in a timely basis, plans

as submitted.

City/ Town

review

by the City/ Town in writing

will be agreed

City/ Town further agree that if

is Lead Agency,

of submittals

City/ Town

agrees

to allow

and that any of the County’ s comments

forty- five ( 45) days for County

shall be incorporated

into the final

document.
S.

City/ Town

agrees

discretionary
addition

that

change,

it will

pay

including,

all

additional

but not limited

to the design or construction

Project

cost

to Amenities

for

any

City/ Town

and Utility

of the Project subsequent

requested

Betterments,

in or in

to the City/ Town’ s opportunity

to

review the sixty five percent ( 65%) design plans.
T. Provide

at City’ s/ Town’ s cost for the continuing

mowing,

drainage,

U. During

trash removal,

the construction

responsible

of the Project

and after completion

police enforcement

acquisition

ROW,

such as

and construction.

of the Project,

and/ or emergency

City/ Town

services,

will be

without cost

from the County.

V. After the completion

of a Project and the maintenance

for all future maintenance

without cost or contribution

W. City/ Town shall bear the entire cost of design,
streetscaping,
and other

of all the Project

etc., during the period between

for the control, operation,

or contribution

maintenance

streetlighting,

amenities

period, the City/ Town will be responsible
from the County.

construction

as such items are not included

specified

or requested

and administration
in the Standard

by the City/ Town

in excess

for landscaping,

Basic Project

Design

of the Standard

Basic

Project Design.
X. It is the intent of this Master Agreement

that the County will be the Lead Agency.

In the event that

the City/ Town and County agree in writing that the City/ Town will manage and administer
more projects,

the City/ Town and the County will enter into a FA and/ or PSA as to that project( s).

In such instance,
be determined

the City/ Town agrees to assume all Lead Agency responsibilities

by mutual agreement

VIII.

UTILITY

A. In cases where a Utility is located in a Privately
or make adjustments

the County (
company

or City/ Town

of ROW

other stakeholders,

by reason
if acting

documentation

except as may

and set forth in the FA and/ or PSA.

ARTICLE

facility

one or

IMPACTS.

Owned ROW, and it is necessary

of the widening
as the Lead

or improvement

Agency)

and cost estimates

will, after

acceptable

assign the actual costs for the relocation

to relocate

of the designated
submission

Project,

by the utility

to the City/ Town,

and/ or adjustment

the

County

and

of said utility to the

Project.
B. In cases where a Utility in Public ROW, excluding
Project

ROW by Texas or federal

the City/ Town

to cause

City/ Town Utilities, occupies any portion of the

law or by agreement

the relocation

of the

utility

with the City/ Town that allows or permits
for the construction

City/ Town shall timely require and enforce the relocation
the Project.
relocation,
Cost.

In the event
the relocation

that

the City/ Town

or adjustment

shall be relocated

City/ Town shall take all steps necessary

or adjustment

has no legal

to ensure

of the Project,

requirement

or contractual

or adjusted

right

MASTER
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at no cost to
to cause

the

and all cost shall be a Project

that such relocation

or adjustment

not conflict with or delay the Project schedule.

MCIP

the

11

shall
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ARTICLE
A. To provide,
location,

as a Project

scope

preliminary

Cost,

of work

engineering

IX.

COUNTY

preliminary

and

specific

AGREES

engineering

right- of- way

shall be submitted

AS FOLLOWS:
which

will

alignment

for

define
each

to the City/ Town for approval,

project

details,

e. g.,

improvement.

Such

prior to proceeding

with

the final design and any right- of- way acquisition.
B. To provide,
design

as a Project

criteria

ordinances
of work

conforming

and standards,

shall

Deviations

include

for the construction

to Standard

of transportation

Basic Project

Design

to the extent of Commissioners

the agreed

from mutually

shall require
standards

Cost,

agreed

prior approval

upon

design

of the City/ Town.

as of the Effective

in conformity

Court approved

standards

upon application

as the basis

of City/ Town

Where

Date of this Master

improvements

upon

with applicable

program funding.
for improvement

standards

City
Scope

criteria.

and/ or design

City/ Town standards

Agreement

based

criteria

do not exist, TxDOT

shall be utilized

unless

otherwise

mutually agreed to by the parties in the FA and/ or PSA.
C. To

actively

participate

preconstruction

and

meetings,

provide

and

authorized

Project

representation

meetings,

which

at

the

are necessary

PCC

and/ or

to project

the

PDC,

development

through project completion.
D. To

provide

project

commencement
management

management

to completion

roles as beneficial

and/ or supplemental

of

each

Project

of construction.
to the Project

and/ or amended

where

the

County

City and County
as defined

is Lead

Agency

may agree to redefine

from
project

in the MOA, MOU, FA, and/ or PSA,

agreements.

E. Upon receipt of written request detailing

the information

requested,

to provide information

related

to the Project to the City/ Town or the City / Town’ s designee at no cost to the City/ Town.
F.

County agrees to provide

review of interim

submittals

hereby agrees that if no review notes are submitted
as Project Manager)

within forty- five ( 45) days of receipt,

and

by the County ( if City/ Town is filling the role

in writing to the City/ Town within that time period, plans are to be approved

as submitted.
G. To submit final engineering
days

prior

to submitting

plans for review and written approval by the City/ Town forty- five ( 45)
documents

to the County

Purchasing

Department

for advertising

the

project for construction.
H. To

provide

additional

for

the

acquisition,

ROW, on designated

including
projects,

acquisition

in accordance

utilizing existing public ROW to the maximum
I.

To require
construction

J.

To furnish
within

all contractors

to secure

by Eminent
with minimum

Domain,
standard

of the

necessary

requirements

and

extent possible as a Project cost.

all necessary

permits

required

by the City/ Town

on said

projects.
record

drawings

twelve ( 12) months

of construction
upon

completion

plans

for the permanent

and acceptance

records

of the City/ Town

of the transportation

improvement

Project.
K. To transfer the real property or property interest acquired by the County and used for the Project to
the City/ Town.
L. In the event the County
Agency

and the City/ Town agree in writing

for the agreed upon Project,

detailed in Article XII. ( Funding)
cost as approved

MCIP

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

the County

will reimburse

in this Master Agreement

by Dallas County Commissioners

2021

that the City/ Town will be the Lead
the City/ Town for agreed

costs as

in an amount not to exceed the Project

Court and incorporated

in the FA and/ or PSA.
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Item #12
All County payments

shall be in accordance

with Texas law and County policies and procedures

may be mutually agreed to by the parties and incorporated

ARTICLE

X.

PRELIMINARY

DESIGN

CONCEPT
A. City/ Town

and

respectively,
conducted

County,

as specified

will designate
on a mutually

conducted

officials
agreed

VII,

or representatives

PDC), PRELIMINARY

PCC)
IX, and

X of this

to participate

to date and location.

At least

Master

Agreement,

in a PCC and/ or PDC to be
part of this meeting

will be

on the Project site.

B. Results from the PCC will identify
taken with the project,
alternatives.

The

administration
participants
identify

CHARRETTE (

CHARRETTE (
in Articles

Lead

and

the general

the elements
agency

the preferred

roles,

the availability

anything

have

which

been

include

Project

of the project,

and provide

as well

project

Key

project

Results from the PDC will

all stakeholders

a commitment

to the contrary

XI.

FISCAL

this Master Agreement

herein, this Master Agreement

the County

as regards

this Master

as a result of the lack of sufficient

to fund this Master Agreement

funding for this Master Agreement
or if funds become

contained

is expressly
herein.

Agreement,

contingent

including

Government

funding for any item or obligation

or failure of any funding

in whole

source or terminate

upon

City/ Town shall have

specifically

any
under

from any

party to budget or authorize

during the current or future fiscal years.

unavailable

provide funds from a separate
or expenditures

for

FUNDING

funding by County of the Project in the event that the County is unable to fulfill its obligations

source utilized

to be

as the

Manager.

at the PCC and or PDC.

of County funding for each item and obligation

no right of action against

determined,
the

and concepts

and some ideas for alignments

and project budgets.

ARTICLE
Notwithstanding

already

to stakeholders

alignment

project scope, the basic approach

of CSS that will be included,

will

management

shall be introduced

project delivery schedules

funding,

as

by reference in a FA and/ or PSA.

or part, the County,

In the event of insufficient
at its sole discretion,

this Master Agreement.

may

In the event that payments

are made, they shall be made from current funds as required

by Chapter 791, Texas

Code.

Notwithstanding
the availability

anything

to the contrary

herein, this Master Agreement

of City/ Town funding for each item and obligation

is expressly

contained

no right of action against the City/ Town as regards this Master Agreement,

herein.

contingent

upon

County shall have

specifically

including

any

funding by City/ Town of the Project in the event that the City/ Town is unable to fulfill its obligations
under

this Master

from any source
authorize

Agreement
utilized

as a result

to fund this

of the lack of sufficient

Master

funding for this Master Agreement

insufficient
discretion,

funding,

or if funds

become

Agreement

that payments

unavailable

or expenditures

A. City/ Town

and County

in whole

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

party to budget

or part,

or

In the event of

the City/ Town,

this Master Agreement.

at its sole
In the event

are made, they shall be made from current funds as required by Chapter

mutually

XII.

FUNDING

agree to proportionately

costs as agreed by the parties in a FA and/ or PSA.
PSA, the County

of any funding

Code.

ARTICLE

MCIP

or failure

for any item or obligation

during the current or future fiscal years.

may provide funds from a separate source or terminate

791, Texas Government

funding

shall bear fifty percent ( 50%)
2021

fund the Direct

Unless otherwise

of the total Direct

Project

specified
Project

and Program

in the FA and/ or

and Program
13
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excluding
Indirect

the Amenities,

specified
amount

relocation

or adjustment

Cost, Direct Cost not supported
in this Master
of funding

Unless otherwise
Project

City/ Town

cost

detailed

and

County

not- to- exceed amount

Utility

Betterment,

system and other items as

shall not be responsible

for any

as shown in the FA and/ or PSA.

in the FA and/ or PSA, the City/ Town shall bear fifty percent ( 50%) of

Program

as provided

costs.

herein,

of City/ Town Utilities,

hourly

Utilities,

hourly accounting

FA, and/ or PSA.

in excess of the Project
specified

all Direct

adjustment

Agreement,

of City/ Town

by detailed

accounting

In addition,
including,

the

but

Utility Betterment,

system,

not

City/ Town
limited

Indirect

and other items

agrees

to fund

to, Amenities,

all other

relocation

or

Cost, Direct Cost not supported

as specified

in this Master

Agreement,

by
FA,

and/ or PSA.
B. Unless

otherwise

preliminary

stated

and primary

construction.

in a FA

and/ or PSA,

the

milestones

design ( 2) ROW acquisition

for each

and utility relocation

The Lead Agency shall prepare an estimated

cost for each milestone.

of the cost by the other party, each party shall fund its share of the respective
that amount

of money in an escrow

Lead Agency will have sufficient
Project milestone

and

the

the non- management
amount

Notwithstanding

or otherwise

funding available

of funding

toward the completion

that

may

be utilized

any other term or condition

be ( 1)
and ( 3)

Upon approval
by placing

the funds to ensure that the

from current revenue for the timely payment of

party will be furnished

of the milestone.

payments

for the

Upon completion

of the

a notice that such work has been completed
to pay

contained

FA and/ or PSA, neither party will be required
been received

encumber

shall

milestones

costs. The Lead Agency may bill the other party for periodic

actual amount of work completed
milestone,

account

project

or adjustment

subsequent

milestone

Project

herein in this Master Agreement

to award any contract

cost.

or in any

until written certification

that funding has been placed in escrow or encumbered

for the payment

has

of the non-

awarding party’ s portion of the Project cost.
C. In the event that the cost of the Project

shall exceed

the not- to- exceed

County agree to either reduce the scope of construction

or seek additional

Project

at the agreed

upon cost share percentages.

Agency will do a final cost accounting
party exceeds

its portion

event that additional

At the termination

of the Project.

City/ Town and

funding to complete
of the Project,

the

the Lead

In the event that the amount paid by either

of the actual cost, the difference

funds are due, the Lead Agency

amount,

will be remitted

to such party.

In the

will bill the other party who agrees to pay

such funds within thirty ( 30) days of receipt of such billing.
D. If the City/ Town elects to manage
invoices

for

Auditor.

Any and all supporting

actual

costs

the Project,

expended

the County

as supported

documentation

will reimburse

by documentation

required

the City/ Town based on
approved

by the

County

by the County Auditor shall be included

with the invoice from the City/ Town.
E. After approval

by the County’ s Commissioners

and after the execution
estimated

Project

of an FA and/ or PSA, the City/ Town shall escrow

costs, which the County may use to pay for professional

but are not limited to scoping, preliminary
F.

for each project

City decide

within

to enter directly

MASTER

selection

If the City/ Town agree the Project

phases, no more than five ( 5) years may transpire
subsequent

funding commitments

at least five ( 5) years of project

into a PSA.

an amount
services,

2021

for

after a completed

for both parties as

unless

the County

is to be completed

and
in

phase without any activity on

approved phases.

AGREEMENT–

adequate

which include,

design, and primary design.

City/ Town and County shall enter into a FA to establish
required

MCIP

Court and the City/ Town’ s City/ Town Council,
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G. If the City/ Town

and County

agree

to enter into a PSA without

City/ Town shall enter into a PSA with the County and complete

first entering

into a FA, the

the Project within ten ( 10) years or

less.
H. Suggested
a.

timeframes

As soon as the project is accepted

meeting,

a FA to establish

responsibilities
b.

the Lead Agency

and procedures

After construction

It is expressly
Agreement

Court and as a result of the Kick- off

for preliminary

for reimbursement

engineering

by the Participating

engineering

thereto are:

and general

Agency;

funding

or

plans are at sixty percent ( 60%) complete,

bids are opened, amend the PSA as needed.

XIII.

understood

NO THIRD

and agreed

and all rights

of action

City/ Town and the County.

PARTY

BENEFICIARY

that enforcement

relating

to such

Nothing contained

or right of action whatsoever
Agreement

and/ or amendments

specific details on project scope to enter into a PSA; or

ARTICLE

ENFORCEMENT

of the terms and conditions
enforcement

shall

in this Master Agreement

be strictly

of this Master
reserved

or the County

to the

shall give or allow any claim

to any other person or entity. The terms and provisions

of this Master

are for the benefit of the parties hereto and not for the benefit of any third party.

express intention

incidental

by Commissioners

For a PSA, when the preliminary

providing
c.

for FA’ s, PSA’ s, and/ or any supplements

It is the

of the City/ Town and the County that any entity or person other than the City/ Town
receiving

beneficiary

and responsibilities

services

only.

or benefits

under

This Master Agreement

this

Master

is intended

Agreement

shall

be deemed

only to set forth the contractual

an

right

of the parties hereto.

ARTICLE

XIV.

RIGHT

OF ENTRY

The City/ Town agrees that the County shall have the right to enter upon the Project area for the time
period necessary

for the completion

other City/ Town personnel

of the Project.

as requested

The City/ Town agrees to furnish

such police or

by the County for traffic control or other public safety matters

at no cost to the Project or the County.

ARTICLE

XV.

LIST OF PROJECTS

City/ Town agrees that it has been furnished

with a list of the potential

Dallas County

to the agreement

Commissioners

FA and/ or PSA.

Court, subject

City/ Town stipulates

between

Projects
the parties

and agrees that the Commissioners

projects identifies the potential project location and describes

as approved

by the

in a MOA, MOU,

Court Order approving

the type of project in sufficient

the

detail that

the City/ Town is fully aware of the location and type of projects being considered.

ARTICLE
The County

XVI.

in its sole discretion

City/ Town’ s Project

REALLOCATION

has the ability to reallocate

if the City/ Town has not entered

match within five ( 5) years from Commissioners
County
event

in its sole discretion
the Project

has the ability

is being

completed

without

any activity

completed

phase

discretion,

also has the ability

MCIP

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

OF COUNTY

2021

in phases

MCIP funding

of the funding

the remaining
approved

County

the remaining

phases.

County

MCIP

away from the

the City/ Town funding

and more than five ( 5) years

on subsequent

to reallocate

County

into a FA confirming

Court approval

to reallocate

MCIP FUNDING

commitment.

MCIP

funding

has transpired

The County,
funding

15
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away

from

the
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City/ Town’ s Project if the City/ Town has not completed

the Regional

Transportation

milestone

within

ten ( 10) years.

ARTICLE
A. The County encourages

XVII.

ORPHAN

all cities adjacent

orphan

full responsibility

road segment,

annexation

the annexation

for these roadways.

the County

of that segment.

encourages

The County

POLICY

to orphan roads in the county to develop,

and submit a plan to the County for completing
assuming

ROAD

In instances

and

where two cities abut the same

the two cities to jointly

offers its assistance

commit to

of the orphan road segments

develop

a plan for the

to the cities in developing

such

plans.
B. The County, at the discretion

of the Commissioners

to projects in cities that have submitted
the County selects,
Improvement

approves,

Program (“

C. The County,

MCIP ”).

at the discretion

discretionary

projects,

a specific plan for the annexation

and schedules

projects

Such preference

road and bridge district participation (

Court, may give additional

for funding

selection

value

of orphan roads when

in the County’ s Major Capital

may also be given in approving

projects

for

Type “ B” work).

of the Commissioners

Court,

may also refuse to participate

in

such as road and bridge district projects or MCIP projects, in a City that

elects not to pursue the annexation

of orphan road segments

that abut its boundaries.

Failure to

notify the County of the City’ s intent to annex and/ or failure to submit a plan for annexation
a timely

manner

shall

be construed

by the County

as the City’ s election

in

not to pursue

annexation.
D. The County,
segments

at the discretion

for improvement

of the project.

However,

will not be limited

Court,

the specific plan for annexation

to annexation

County improvements
other MCIP criteria,

of the Commissioners

when a City commits to annexation

upon completion

may select specific

orphan

road

of the segment upon completion

of orphan roads submitted

of improvements

by the City

by the County.

The

may be made as road and bridge projects or as MCIP Projects ( subject to
including

but not limited

to regional

thoroughfare

plan designation

and

City cost participation).
E.

This policy application
Commissioners

is prospective

and projects selected by the County and approved

Court prior to the date of the adoption

by the

of this policy shall not be impacted

by

this policy.
F.

The County

shall provide

written

policy to the cities abutting
G. The County Director

annexation

of, and future revisions

updates

Texas Local Government

of, this

a listing of orphan roads and the city or

to the Commissioners

Court

and to the cities as

The listing and changes to the listing shall be based on municipal

information

H. The provisions

of the adoption

of Public Works shall maintain

cities they abut and shall provide
changes occur.

notification

orphan road segments.

provided

to the County’ s Public

Works

by the cities

boundary

and

as required

by

shall survive the termination

of

Code, Section 242. 001( c).

of this Article XVII of this Master Agreement

this Master Agreement.
Dallas County Code, Chapter 102, Article IV, Sec. 102- 131 - 102- 133, 6- 27- 2006, 8-10- 2020).

MCIP

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

2021
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ARTICLE
The County

encourages

to develop,

commit

operations

dam,

maintenance

the

SMALL

all cities/ towns adjacent

to and submit

and maintenance

watershed

XVIII.

County

encourages

The County

In instances
the

DAMS

to small watershed

a plan to the County

of these dams.

of the dam.

WATERSHED

dams maintained

for assuming

by the County

full responsibility

for the

where more than one city/ town abuts a small

cities/ towns

to develop

offers its assistance

operation

and

to the cities/ towns in developing

a plan

for

such

plans.
A. The County, at the discretion

of the Commissioners

Court, may refuse to participate

projects in a City/ Town that elects not to pursue accepting

full responsibility

and maintenance

jurisdiction.

County

of small

watershed

of the City/ Town’ s intent

watershed

dams

in a timely

manner

election not to pursue operations
B. Projects
Effective

selected

dams

shall

and

shall provide

D. The provisions

written notification

XIX.

Law/ Venue.

This

Master

governed

by and enforced

venue for any legal action regarding

in accordance

the County

the City/ Town’ s sovereign
Practice and Remedies

the

Court

prior

of, and future revisions

shall

matter

except

contained
whether

and

to the

of, this

of this Master Agreement.

PROVISIONS

all matters

be in Dallas

this Master Agreement

pertinent

thereto

shall

be

of the State of Texas.

and all matters pertinent

County,

is expressly

immunity,

Texas.

thereto

Notwithstanding

made subject to the County’ s and

pursuant

to Title 5 of the Texas

Civil

State of Texas and federal laws.

This Master Agreement

subject

GENERAL

this Master Agreement

and/ or governmental

and agreements,

may not be modified

of the adoption

with the laws and case decisions

Code, and all applicable

Agreement.

understandings

the

of small

dams.

Agreement

or the City/ Town

herein to the contrary,

respecting

to notify

as the City/ Town’ s

by the Commissioners

MISCELLANEOUS

Exclusive

B. Entire

by the County

of this Article XVIII shall survive the termination

ARTICLE

anything

Failure

and maintenance

of these dams.

approved

policy to the cities abutting small watershed

filed by either

be construed

and maintenance

by the County

their

a plan for operations

Date of the adoption of this policy, shall not be impacted by this policy.

C. The County

A. Applicable

within

to submit

in MCIP

for the operations

constitutes

herein,

supersedes

oral or in writing,

by an instrument

the entire agreement

in writing

all

prior

between

and

the parties

contemporaneous

between

the parties

respecting

executed

by the parties

same, and

hereto

as herein

provided.

C. Severability.

If one or more of the provisions

in this Master

Agreement

held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable

in any respect, such invalidity,

shall

to be invalid,

not

Agreement

cause

MASTER

Master

shall be construed

the remaining

MCIP

this

provisions

AGREEMENT–

Agreement

as if such provision

of this Master Agreement,

2021

illegal

shall for any reason

illegality

or unenforceable,

had never been contained

be

or unenforceability
but

this

Master

herein, and shall not affect

which shall remain in full force and effect.
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D. Default/ Waiver/ Mitigation.
immediately
Agreement

It is not a waiver of default if the non- defaulting

a default or delays in taking any action.
does not preclude

pursuit

Pursuit of any remedies

of other remedies

in this Master

party fails to declare

set forth in this Master

Agreement

or as provided

by

law.

E. Federal

In the event that any work or part thereof is funded by State

or State of Texas Funding.

of Texas or U. S. Government

funding

and any statute,

other State of Texas or U. S. Government
greater

requirement(

additional

F.

s) than stated

herein,

Headings.

The headings

agrees

and titles, which are used following

in locating

to affect the interpretation

G. Number
construed

the City/ Town

grant, contract

or other provision
to timely

imposes

comply

provision

or

additional

or

therewith

without

cost or expense to the County.

are only for convenience
deemed

rule, regulation,

law, rule, regulation

and Gender.

various

provisions

or construction

Words

of any gender

the roman numeral of each paragraph

of this Master

Agreement

and shall not be

of such provisions.

used in this Master

Agreement

shall be held and

to include any other gender, and words in the singular shall include the plural and vice versa,

unless the text clearly requires otherwise.

H. Counterparts.

This Master Agreement

may be executed

shall be deemed an original, but all of which shall constitute

I.

Notice.

Any notice provided

shall be required

for in this Master Agreement

to be in writing and shall be deemed

business days after being deposited
receipt requested,

or via registered

in multiple

counterparts,

each of which

one and the same instrument.

to be given by either party to the other,

given when personally

delivered,

or three ( 3)

in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, via certified mail, return
mail, and addressed

County:

as follows:

County of Dallas
Director of Public Works
Dallas County
Administration

Building

411 Elm Street, Fourth Floor
Dallas, Texas 75202- 3389

To City/ Town:

City/ Town of ___________
Name
Title
Address
Town/ City, Zip Code

Either party may change its address for notice by giving the other party written notice thereof.
J.

Assignment.

This Master Agreement

may not be assigned or transferred

by either party without

the prior written consent of the other party and formal approval by the governing

MCIP

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

2021

body of each party.
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K. Binding

Agreement,

Parties

When this Master Agreement

Bound.

delivered by both parties, this Master Agreement
of the parties, their successors,
L. Amendment.
specifically

This

referring

M. Effective

Date.

Master

Agreement

the date of execution

This Master Agreement

Venture.

of the other
contractors,

shall commence

in a written

on the Effective

Date.

instrument

The Effective

by the last of the parties.

party.

is expressly

subject to and contingent

Court and by resolution

Reference

to

The parties,

including

in conjunction

their agents,

servants,

joint enterprise/ venture,

for their own acts, forbearance,

or employees

upon formal approval

of the City/ Town Council.

City/ Town and County agree that neither party is an agent, servant,

and not an agent, servant,

party, and are responsible
agents, servants,

except

shall mean the Effective Date.

O. No Joint Enterprise/
independent

and

and signed by the parties hereto.

shall be the date it is executed

by the Dallas County Commissioners

or employee

may not be amended

This Master Agreement

has been duly executed

a legal, valid, and binding obligation

assigns.

to this Master Agreement

Date of this Master Agreement

N. Contingent.

and permitted

shall constitute

negligence,

or employees,

or employee

are

of any other

and deeds, and for those of their

with this Master Agreement.

No joint enterprise/ venture

exists between the City/ Town and County.

The City/ Town

of _____________, State

pursuant to duly authorized

of Texas,

has executed

City/ Town Council Resolution __________,

this Master

Agreement

Minutes_____________

dated the ____ day of ___________, 20__.

The County
Commissioners

of Dallas,

State

of Texas,

Court Order Number __________

the remainder

signatures

MCIP

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

2021

has executed

this Master

Agreement

pursuant

to

and passed on the ____ day of ___________,20__.

of this page intentionally

appear on the following

left blank)

page)
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CITY/ TOWN

OF ___________________

BY _____________________________

COUNTY

OF DALLAS

BY _______________________________
Clay Lewis Jenkins, County Judge

TITLE ___________________________________

DATE______________________________

DATE _______________________________

ATTEST____________________________

APPROVED

CITY SECRETARY \

ATTORNEY

AS TO FORM*:

JOHN CREUZOT
DISTRICT

BY

ATTORNEY

_________________________________
Jana Prigmore Ferguson
Assistant District Attorney

By law, the District
behalf of its clients.
parties.

It may not advise or approve

Our review of this document

Our approval

of this document

rely on this approval,

MCIP

Attorney’ s Office may only advise or approve

MASTER

AGREEMENT–

was conducted

a contract

or legal documents

or legal document

was offered solely for the benefit of our client.

on

on behalf of other

solely from the legal perspective

and should seek review and approval

2021

contracts

of our client.

Other parties should not

by their own respective

attorney( s).
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ATTACHMENT A

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
MANUAL

5 PHASE
PROJECT DELIVERY SYSTEM

2021
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PREAMBLE
City/Town and County agree that neither party is an agent, servant, or employee of the other party.
The parties, including their agents, servants, or employees, are independent contractors, and not an
agent, servant, joint enterprise/venture, or employee of any other party, and are responsible for their
own acts, forbearance,

negligence,

and deeds, and for those of their agents, servants, or employees

in

conjunction with this Master Agreement. No joint enterprise/venture exists between the City/Town
and County.

Nothing in this manual creates a joint enterprise/ venture between the County and the City/Town.
This manual is being included so that it could help encourage these protocols to be followed because
it will assist in the efficiencies and thereby possibly help reduce monetary obligations and duration of
the projects. These guidelines are strongly recommended to be followed in order to avoid potential
cost-related and/or time delay issues.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Dallas County Public Works Project Management
Manual”)

is primarily

the Dallas
approach
County

Capital

are

Association’

meant

to meet

s (“ APWA”)

the APWA

Manual”).

the critical

mission.

Improvement

The

implementation

the

publication

department.

elements

requirements

and

necessary

statements

statements.

the

contains

APWA

of

the

Public

American

recommended
public

Manual “

the

terminology

Management

Body

Organization.”
responsibility
individuals

found

works
call

in the

agency

for

the

Works

Manual”

statements

to accomplish
development

written directive,

that
its
and

or for the

or other action.”

to list a number of applicable

Project

Management

PMBOK”).

is “ any organization

with the functional

Practices

practice

The

recommended

practice

is a strong matrix approach, so that our PMs are assigned from

of Knowledge” (“

The definition

in the delivery of
projects.

the time a planning initiative becomes an approved project, to completion
use

within

transportation

in the form of a rule, regulation,

Manual is intended

Our basic methodology

intent

for a full- service

in

of a policy or procedure

Practices

funded

entitled “ The Public Works Management
Manual

practices

It is meant to ensure that a standard

and other project members

MCIP”)

execution of an activity, report, procedure

The resulting

PMs”)

Program (“

The APWA

practice

Manual (“ Practices

practice guide on project management

Works (“ DCPW”)

is used by all Project Managers (“
Major

guidelines

describe

to provide a standard

County Public

Practices

managers

This

2

Institute’ s “ A Guide
includes

the

to the

definition

We

Project

of a “ Matrix

structure in which the project manager shares

for assigning

assigned to the project.”

of the total project.

priorities

and for directing

the work of

Item #12
When we speak of a project participants/ team, we are referring to a group led by an appointed
DCPW

Project

Manager (“

divisions of DCPW.
Management &

Management.
functional

PM”)

who

has team

members

from

throughout

These four divisions in DCPW are Transportation &

Utility Coordination,

Engineering &

Construction,

the four functional

Planning, Property

and Program &

Engineering

The PMs manage projects from cradle to completion without switching between

divisions.

The intent of this Practices Manual is to provide an overview guide to project delivery practices, not
an exhaustive “

how to” manual.

Greater

detail on these and other Public Works practices

can be

found in the APWA Manual for more detailed instructions on the specific elements of project
delivery.

Our experience

is that really thick manuals are not used as much as shorter guidelines

that

provide the boundaries of good practice and a standard approach on the essentials, with
empowerment to individual PMs on the details of how they work to deliver their individual projects.

This Practices Manual can also serve as a guideline for the city/town to follow when the city/town is
leading an MCIP project. Dallas County can provide input on the consultant selection process used
by the city/town and the bidding process.

PHASE 1 -- PLANNING &

PRELIMINARY

STEP ONE, PROJECT

1.

DESIGN

DEFINITION

Dallas County Public Works, in conjunction with other Dallas County departments and with
approval

from Dallas County

Call for Projects”.

Commissioners

Court (“ Commissioners

Court”),

initiates

a

The Dallas County Public Works Transportation & Planning Division

will adjust the project selection criteria based on the Dallas County Mobility Plan developed

from input provided from the cities and/or towns, criteria that the North Central Texas
Council

of

Governments (“

Commissioners.

NCTCOG”)

is

using,

and

guidance

from

the

County

The final criteria and Call for Projects process will be briefed and approved

by the Commissioners Court and a 5-signature letter will be used to invite the cities to
participate

2.

in the MCIP Call for Projects.

The MCIP Call for Projects is a process that involves Dallas County, requesting a nomination
of projects from all cities/ towns in Dallas County, which can also involve stakeholders

such

as NCTCOG, Texas Department of Transportation (“ TxDOT”), Dallas Area Rapid Transit
DART”)

and/ or others.

The nomination

period is open for four to six months

cities/ towns to submit projects to the County for review.
about the MCIP Call for Projects,

to allow

Soon after sending out notification

Dallas County Public Works will host a workshop

3
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MCIP and the application process.
process

will be adjusted

Various aspects of this Call for Projects Workshop and

based on prior input from the cities/ towns in Dallas County.

The

amount of time and submittal deadline for the cities and/or towns to nominate projects will
be adjusted based on feedback

from the cities/ towns.

This is to ensure that the cities/ towns

have enough time to brief their elected officials, plan for inclusion of projects in city bond
elections,

3.

etc.

DCPW’ s Transportation & Planning Division helps ensure that all of the information has
been submitted correctly by cities/towns. If necessary, assistance may be provided to some
of the smaller city/ town staffs with preparation

of their project submissions.

A matrix team

that consists of DCPW employees begins with field evaluations of the projects for
conducting

a feasibility

review that precedes

developing

recommendations

for selection

of

projects by Commissioners Court to be included in the County's MCIP. The DCPW team,
with staff participation from each of the four DCPW divisions involved, provides assistance
with risk assessments from various perspectives, which include cost estimates, scope
definition, political aspects, funding, technical issues, utilities, safety, environmental, and
traffic factors, etc. The DCPW Property Division team members examine Right-of-Way
ROW”),

4.

utilities involvement,

railroad involvement,

relocations,

etc.

Every project selected for MCIP funding commitments is then placed into a Program Year
PY) (year slated for construction start) in a spreadsheet called the “ MCIP Transportation
Funding Commitments”

that is presented in Briefing format in a public forum to the

Commissioners Court for their formal approval.
5.

The MCIP has been formulated on the premise that legal agreements should reflect the nature
and character of the program. Equal funding, Project Management ( groups of independent
stakeholders and cities/towns) methods of project delivery, and principles applied in every
phase of project
getting

delivery

interlocal

are the essential

agreements

approved

elements

should

of the MCIP.

never

The time it takes for

be on the critical

path

of project

delivery. Therefore, much effort was expended between the Civil Division of the Dallas
County District Attorney’ s staff and DCPW staff to formulate a Master Agreement
Governing Transportation Major Capital Improvement Projects (“ Master Agreement”). This
MCIP Master Agreement has been signed by all the cities/towns with approved projects and
serves as the legal basis for future agreements between the various cities/towns and Dallas
County, including but not limited to a Memorandum of Agreement (“ MOA”) and
Memorandum

of Understanding (“

MOU”).

Later, during project design, enough information

will be known to forge a Funding Agreement (“ FA”) or a Project Specific Agreement
PSA”)

that details the specifics of that particular

city- county legal agreement

project.

None of the basic elements of a

have to be repeated in the FA and/ or the PSA, thus simplifying

the process and time involved.
6.

A project

management

planning

meeting

is held next with each City or Town, which has

projects selected. This meeting is to initially review the selected projects and determine the
basic parameters

for each of the projects, such as cash flow requirements,

for each participant

of the project, who the lead agency for project delivery will be, agreed upon technical
criteria, known risks, roles for each stakeholder,

etc., all focused on assuring timely project

delivery and moving the project into construction during the selected PY. If there is a great
deal of uncertainty

associated

as transit

development,

oriented

environmental

challenges,

with the project ( e.g. part of some economic
or part of brown field development,

or a very significant

4

development

such

or other significant

change in planned use of an area in the future
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such as industrial area converted to mixed use, etc), then the lead agency may conduct a
Planning

Charrette.

The purpose of the Planning Charrette meeting, with all significant participants and
stakeholders,

is to determine

the beginning

scope and the realm of possible

approaches.

Serious design cannot begin until there is an agreement on a relatively reasonable set of
alternatives,

which

bear

some

relationship

to the scope

of funding

currently

available.

Relationships will also be established at the Planning Charrette meeting involving the
city/town, stakeholders, utilities and other participants of the project, which may be sustained
throughout

7.

the life of the project.

DCPW commits to using Principles of Trust, Commitment, and Shared Vision in addition to
Best Practices

of Project Management

Principles

throughout

the life of the project.

Each

city/town is invited to use the same principles to deliver the selected projects. This type of
approach is also an integral part of Context Sensitive Solutions (“ CSS”), which is a design
methodology that involves early and continuous involvement of all participants and
stakeholders of a project. The Planning Charrette meeting is a form of CSS. The Dallas
County Mobility Plan should also be considered as part of applying CSS for project delivery.
8.

For every project that the city and/ or town and county stakeholders

County as the Lead Agent, a PM will be assigned by DCPW.

agree to assign Dallas

In addition, the DCPW

Assistant Director (“ AD”), in consultation with the PM and other AD’s or designated DCPW
business unit leaders, will identify their own matrix team members for the project. Any
available Project Management tools will be used to optimal effect during the life of the
project.
9.

An initial Project Funding &

Execution Status (“ PFES”) and Program Management &

Planning

form

Status (“

coordination

PMAPS”)

will

be developed

with the ADs ( or designees)

Engineering

Management

by the

PM

from the DCPW divisions

Division (“ PEMD”),

the Engineering &

for each
including

Construction

project

in

Program &
division and

Transportation & Planning Division. Each AD or designated DCPW business unit leader
will review PFES and PMAPS in order to provide an adequate workforce for each project,
and ensure that their own employees’ assignments are balanced.
10. A decision on the use of Subsurface Utility Engineering (“ SUE”) will be made before
initiating design.

In the analysis of candidate

projects, utility relocation

risks will have been

identified. When these risks are high (the usual situation), then funding will be planned in
the design for SUE efforts.

Dallas County Public Works (“ DCPW”)

will have in place an

Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite Quantity (“ IDIQ”) contract for quick implementation of SUE
consultant

efforts.

independent
critical

for designers

methodology

Initiatives

participants

for

joint

and stakeholders

efforts
wherever

to use as they launch

of

utilities

feasible.

the design.

are

Total

will help ensure that all utility impacts are considered

delivery.

5

anticipated

This information
integration

between
will be

of the SUE

in every phase of project
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STEP TWO, PRELIMINARY

1.

A systematic

decision

DESIGN

process as part of the DCPW Business

Operating

Plans (“ PWBOP”)

updating is done to determine which design efforts will be completed with in-house designers
and which will be done by consultants. For consultant selection, a rigorous and systematic
process will be used to select the best qualified consultants for each project.
contract

will be signed

with a best qualified

consultant

to perform

An initial

the entire preliminary

design, or participate as a Preliminary Design liaison, trainer, or expert to advise an in-house
design force for the project. As much as possible, an Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite Quantity
IDIQ”) methodology will be used to help ensure that inordinate amounts of time are not
used in the best qualified selection process required by state law. Cities and/or towns who
participate

in the process

are welcome

to provide

input to the County

in the consultant

selection process.
2. The DCPW’ s team of in-house design staff, a city/town, or a selected consultant firm will
begin the initial design efforts under the leadership of the PM. One initial objective is to
resolve alignment issues early in the design process with the participation of all stakeholders.
In some circumstances, a feasibility study may be required to compare and contrast different
alternatives before real design can begin.

Estimated ROW takes, utility impacts, and

environmental effects for each alternative may need to be reported before stakeholders decide
on a preferred
3.

CSS

alternative

methodology

will

for preliminary
continue

design.

to be used,

stressing

total

stakeholder

involvement,

throughout the project delivery process. Task Force meetings will be scheduled. Dallas
County Public Works employees’ matrix team meetings will also be scheduled.
4.

When a consultant is used as the design agent, a contract will be negotiated for the
preliminary design only, unless the project is relatively simple and the final solutions are not
in question. The goal is to avoid protracted negotiations on the total scope and fee at the very
beginning

of the project, when many of the factors influencing

final design consideration

are

not yet known. The decision to issue a new work order for completion of the Primary Design
will be made after an interim evaluation

on the Preliminary

Design is completed

using the

County’ s consultant evaluation system.
5.

A Preliminary
execution

Design

Charrette (“

with all stakeholders (

PDC”)

will be planned

cities/ towns, utilities,

by the PM who will lead the

county, any private parties or other

decision- makers/stakeholders). The scope of invitees to the PDC will be dependent upon the
project’ s complexity

and number

of unknowns.

The goal of the PDC is to build support

behind the project and the alignment alternative that is selected. Many projects have been
derailed

by a lack of support by the project’ s independent

representatives

from the county,

city/town, and other stakeholders. A great effort will be made to ensure attendance of all of
the independent
6.

This consensus
Director

key players.
building effort is an integral part of any CSS approach to design.

and/ or AD’ s will be personally

notify political

leaders

of meetings,

involved

and the PM will make special efforts to

so that the political

6

The DCPW

leaders can have the meetings

on
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their calendars and may plan to attend. In addition, individual contacts will have to be made
to ensure that utility company representatives

attend meetings, since key alignment decisions

will be made that can affect, or be affected by, probable utility locations. If applicable, the
PDC will include an orientation

walk- thru of the project site, which includes

right- of- way

assessment. The PM will highlight specific city/town zoning and other ROW requirements,
or ask the city to highlight

7.

these.

As part of the CSS approach, a public involvement strategy will be forged under the
leadership of the PM, and the advisement of the DCPW Transportation & Planning Division
T& P”).

Staff of DCPW’ s T& P will advise PMs on various public involvement

and methods to use to best involve the public and other stakeholders.
innovative

methods,

such

as workshop/ small

group

formats.

techniques

DCPW will use

City/ town

methods

and

approaches will be respected and adhered to in this area.
8.

Phase 1 ends with approval of the Preliminary Design Report, Preliminary Alignment/Profile
and Preliminary Sizing of bridges and drainage structures along with SUE determination,
Preliminary Survey Report, and Preliminary Utility Investigation Report.

9.

The design firm or DCPW in-house design team will have begun necessary permitting and
environmental

assessments.

Basically,

the level of effort will approximate

that required of

the Preliminary Schematic and Environmental Assessment Phase that currently is required on
TxDOT projects.
10. Project plans are estimated to be 60-65% complete at the end of Preliminary Design. A risk
assessment may occur before proceeding into Primary Design to identify key aspects that
may need to be resolved before or during the Primary Design.

PHASE 2 -- PRIMARY

1.

The initial task is the assignment

of either a DCPW In- house design team or the negotiation

of a new work order with the consultant,
new work order for completion

2.

Design is nearing

completion

Scope

is now

of Work

DESIGN

specifically

for completing

of the Primary Design can be negotiated

when the unknowns

few.

defined

by all Phase

1 effort

an appropriate

level of SUE), constructability

environmental

analysis,

traffic analysis,

sensitive

solution

elements.

Other

aspects

of negotiations,

definitive

delivery

both

with

DCPW

dates for various

in Phase

geotechnical
review,

Design),

and

1 that may be

public workshops, key stakeholder meetings and

with utilities, as necessary.

With the scope defined a PSA can be executed

with attached scoping sheets defining the critical parameters
Part

includes

ROW parcels ( based on Preliminary

included but not limited to are: neighborhood
initial coordination

and

A

after Preliminary

utility analysis ( including

of context

well

should be relatively

Design.

investigations,

integration

3.

the Primary

In- house

deliverables,

design
phases,

for the project.

teams

and consultants,

and reviews.

includes

In paying submitted

invoices for progress during the design period, earned value analysis concepts will be used to

7
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track cost and schedule progress. DCPW generally does not make “ cost plus” assumptions
about a consultant’

s work efforts.

Greater clarity on scope definition

can be achieved with the

typical multi-phase design approach of issuing separate work orders for Preliminary Design
and Primary

Design

avoiding

or minimizing

the instances

of misunderstanding

on the true

project scope.
4.

The consultant
under

or DCPW in- house design team works with all stakeholders,

the guidance

and direction

of the County

PM.

Manager at this point in the process, and is always under the leadership
IDIQ consultant

is hired to perform a survey, miscellaneous

the PM is closely monitoring
services

will be integrated,

consultant
design

5.

for the transportation

the municipal

become

familiar

Environmental
addressed

environmentally

transportation
7.

we will attempt

time

if the assessment

Right- of- Way ( ROW) documents
DCPW’ s in-house design team.

delivery.

8.

to

and deliverables.

all phases of the project.
Significant

issues should be

An environmental

shows that this analysis is required.
that improve

will be finalized,

the overall

impact

The goal is to

quality of life of the

with quality control by the consultant

The quality assurance (“

QA”) function

Utility Coordination

checklists.

on ROW issues,

utility relocations.

The Design Consultant

our consultants

of Dallas County and the city/ town.

Rights of Entry (“ ROE”)

will be a critical milestone

areas.

At the appropriate

but the PM still retains overall

Early involvement

ensure successful

throughout

during this phase.

solutions

in a smooth manner, using pre- coordinated

getting possible

and expect

with data from the city/ town, County,

unimportant

both the PM and DCPW’ s Property Management &

to PMUC,

to ensure that the design

System’ s processes

involvement

on clearly

sustainable

users and citizens

will be delivered

testing,

project is also selected by the city/ town to

in design,

will be completed

wasting

When an

An agreed upon level of SUE will be key to input into the design

utility companies

assessment

without

of the PM.

design, SUE, or materials

We anticipate

data will be considered

analysis will be completed
execute

or infrastructure

improvements.

and/ or consultant.

utilities,

is the Technical

Also, the design firm for water and/ or wastewater
possible,

with our 5 Phase Project Delivery

Traffic and utilities
NCTCOG,

utility

details, and including
6.

the progress.

and whenever

including

The lead designer

including

by

Division (“ PMUC”)
time, the documents

responsibility

for timely project

utility relocation

can be critical for obtaining

Early provision

will be completed

or

aspects such as

vital information

to

of final and accurate ROW documents

of the design contract.

or the DCPW In- house design team completes

the work on a provided

schedule. Consultants and/or DCPW’ s In-house design team are expected to ensure that they
accomplish “

muddy boots”

design with true “ eyes- on” on the total project site. These actions

will avoid lengthy rounds of passing designs back and forth, in favor of “over-the-shoulder”
reviews,

as required

to meet

design

completion

timelines.

These

will include

city/ town,

utilities and other interested stakeholders under the orchestration of the PM.
9.

The PM completes the interim evaluation of the consultant. Special note will be taken of the
consultant’

s system for assuring

quality control (“ QC”) of all design efforts, including

ROW

documents.
10. After construction
standard

evaluation

project management

is complete,
system.

the PM performs

The Consultant

process.

8

a final consultant

evaluation,

using the

is given an opportunity

to evaluate

DCPW’ s
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PHASE 3 – DESIGN COMPLETION &
RIGHT- OF- WAY INITIATION

1.

This phase begins with the delivery of the initial, unsealed
consultant.

Consultants

ROW documents

will first bring a few ROW documents

DCPW Property Division
level of Quality Control

team members,

to the County by the

for initial review by the PM and

to ensure that they fully understand

that the County expects

in their submittals.

Standards

will be clearly spelled out in writing within the Consultant' s contract.

the details and
and scheduling

Deliverables

will include

ROW maps and deed records.
2.

Consultant

is required by contract to submit property owner deeds along with right- of- way maps,

which have received an internal quality control process. The PM ensures utility representatives
are informed of the project and all known utilities are shown on the plans. Diligent efforts must
be made to ensure that all private or public utility easements are identified on the maps and plans
as required in Consultant Contract.

All the SUE efforts should be included in the design

documents.
3.

Consultants

or In- house

construction

of the project.

Design

Team

takings and ensures the appropriate
4.

are to avoid

taking

ROW

that is not necessary

The PM works with the project participants
leadership

Manager

efficient execution of ROW planning, appraisal and acquisition services.

Manager

Transportation &

ensure that an adequate

5.

Services

may meet with the DCPW Engineering &
Planning

Manager,

works towards the

The DCPW’ s Property

Services IDIQ contract, if this delivery tool is used.

Before writing a Work Order for the ROW Acquisition
Division

to the

the ROW

is used so that project delivery dates are met.

The PM ensures that the county or the city/ town’ s ROW Functional

Division will manage the ROW Acquisition

to minimize

DCPW

Program

IDIQ, the DCPW Property

Construction

Engineering

Manager

Manager

project budget is available for the added cost of procuring

or DCPW

and the PM, to
ROW services.

The county or city/town PM monitors and tracks progress on ROW acquisition. The County or
the city/ town’ s PM resolves issues as they develop, keeping all stakeholders,

including

utilities,

informed.
6.

DCPW may have further final discussions with city/ town, utilities and stakeholders,
to preclude

re- work by the prime consultant.

early enough

The goal is to achieve this prior to completing

the

final design documents.
7.

Consultant

will make minor design changes as directed by the PM resulting from property owner

requests or other changes that arise naturally in ROW negotiations.
8.

As required,

the PM will be prepared

to present

expert

testimony

at any Eminent

hearings and any related litigation.
9.

ROW is complete when all parcels necessary for construction

9

have been acquired.

Domain
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PHASE 4 – ROW Completion &
Utility Adjustment

1.

ROW acquisition

is carried to completion

of the PM, with proactive
governmental
progress
2.

activity of the ROW acquisition

entity such as TxDOT, is the ROW acquisition

and proactively

keep progress

APWA

The County

or City PM tracks

efforts

to minimize

practices

or avoid

ensure project schedule.

and resolves

available
4.

The

advertisement

and contract

the obstacles

issues

and work schedules,

of property

acquisition

before the utility company

city/ town

works

with

beneficially

to secure better cooperation.

Road and Bridge (“

project

participants

utilities have relationships

Zero Relocation

of Relocations (“

for construction

Advertising

of all stakeholders.

bids

an “ Advertising

to occur before high assurance

to include

estimate.

Risk

are initiated during this
All project participants
DCPW policy is to have

Purchasing”)

Assessment” (“

for advertising the

ARA”)

is completed.

and confirmable

clearance

Order

is given.

Work

Order

dates will not be

that all known utilities will have been relocated.

function of the ARA is to ascertain all the funding commitments,
all funds

already

expended,

and to calculate

All of the above actions will be coordinated

run by the PM with the DCPW Director,
This meeting

utility

decision will be made on how many days from bid opening until contract

and how many days until the Work

second important

expedite

0RR”).

is not issued until all utilities are within a reasonable

A deliberate

projected

6.

R& B”) forces may be

to help

Monthly Task Force meetings

Prior to engaging the Dallas County Purchasing Department (“

PFES

are

with cities/ towns that can be used

are to proactively work with the utilities and facilitate their relocation.

award,

to

to the use of ROE, then the ROW will need to

relocates.

the PM and other

Many times, franchise

date.

relocation

may be explored as a way

to help clear trees from the new ROW.

relocations.

project

lead

time off the project critical path if the utility companies

is not agreeable

phase to ensure early and frequent communication

5.

award dates.

to proactively

and utilities

The use of utilities Rights of Entry (“ ROE”)

If the utility company

be obtained

project

will be used as the guide.

that could take the utility adjustment
agreeable.

If the city/ town or other

agency, the PM will still track the

about results of the SUE to ensure utility adjustments

in time to keep scheduled

The relevant

group.

and leadership

on schedule.

The PM will inform project participants
are accomplished

3.

under the active project management

will be scheduled

The PM will ensure

designers (

in-house

required to complete requested engineering
drawing submittal review and consultation

at a meeting scheduled

AD and a city/ town’ s representative

or consultant)

to update the

an up- to-date construction

and finalized

as one of the critical milestones

A

and

in attendance.

for the project.

will be kept on- call for projects

support services during construction,
on design intent, assumptions,

retain the best part of the effort and focus that the consultant

if

such as shop

etc. The intent is to

or DCPW In-house design team

has just expended in designing the project.
7.

DCPW will coordinate with Purchasing and any other departments

as necessary to facilitate Pre-

Project Meetings to notify the nearby community and regional contractor community about the
upcoming

advertisement

of the project for construction

10
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PHASE 5 -- CONSTRUCTION

STEP ONE, CONSTRUCTION

1.

The PM works with PEMD to advertise a project in coordination with the Dallas County
Purchasing Department for advertisement, pre-bid meetings, bid opening, and award. A one
hundred

percent (

100%)

design

completion

up- to- date

construction

estimate

will

be

completed by the PM and will be used as the fair-cost government estimate for construction
bidding purposes.
2.

DCPW leads the drafting of the PSA and any necessary amendments/ supplements to the PSA
with each city/town giving approval of final funding on a timely basis. An updated PFES
will be needed at this time.

3.

The PM works with PEMD to help the Dallas County Purchasing
construction

contract

notice to proceed

award.

is given.

This order to begin work and the contract

based on the status of utility relocations,
4.

The

PM will plan,

stakeholders
attendance

of
and

Construction

schedule,

the

project,

any city requirements,

and execute
including

participation,

the

DCPW

companies.

Director

of the right stakeholders

and

the

Planning.

and staff.

5.

Construction
County

proceeds

6.

AD

Careful

The PM helps ensure

project

participants

constant

such

communication

This may include a construction

achieving

for

key

schedule

for

Engineering &

pre- planning

The PM will normally
to accomplish

Management

that principles
throughout

helps

facilitate

these tasks

services provided by the
of collaboration (

Trust,

the project construction

phase

as contractors,

notices

with customers

oriented neighborhood

of key construction

events

interests ( property owners, schools, churches,

manner.

involving

will

cities,

utility

companies,

agencies and other key stakeholders.

The PM ensures

newsletters,

with Construction

and Shared Vision) are maintained

by the independent
transportation

PM

consultants.

on schedule

or the city/ town.

Commitment,

time period will be

Meeting

The

their own meetings since they have the expertise and experience
without hiring specialized

facilitate the

etc.

the Pre- Construction

utility

and/ or the AD for Transportation&

ensure the attendance

Department

PM works with all cities/ towns to ensure a logical and timely

a high quality end- product,

and other project

or phasing,

businesses,

Sensitive

11

meeting

etc).

but also in delivering

This is all part of total Context

stakeholders.

meeting, as well as periodic project

Solutions

with neighborhood

We are interested

in not only

the project in a user- friendly
project delivery.
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STEP TWO, PROJECT

1.

The PM ensures the final pay estimate
assistance

from

the

DCPW

CLOSE

is paid to Contractor

Program &

Engineering

OUT

on a timely basis with
Management

Division

PEMD”).
2.

The PM completes

final Evaluation

results ( if one was done),
Contractor
3.

evaluates

The PM ensures

on the Contractor,

and performance

DCPW ( on a voluntary

during

using interim evaluation

the entire

that as- built plans are provided

to the ultimate

project, typically the city/ town, from marked- up construction
4.

period.

owner

of the

plans.

The PM works with the PEMD to ensure total project costs are finalized, a final
PFES

is completed,

remaining
5.

contract

basis).

and

Program

Management

is able

to disencumber

any

funds to be put back into the MCIP fund.

The PM ensures the city/ town is invoiced

for their remaining

portion of the Total

Project Costs.
6.

The PM formally

turns the project

over to the City by letter citing the date of

return to City for maintenance.
7.

The PM plans an After Action
celebrate

project completion

design to construction

8.

The PM conducts
Inspection

9.

documents

AAR”)

to capture

lessons learned

and

involved in project delivery from

completion.

the applicable

in conjunction

The PM completes

Review (“

with all participants

one ( 1) or two ( 2) year Maintenance

with all applicable

stakeholders.

close out project report, including

digitally and documenting

retaining

key lessons learned.
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Item #12
Dallas County Public Works Department’ s
Project Delivery Team’ s Essential Elements
for Utility Relocations
1.

Know the utilities’ customers and remember that we have the same customers.

2.

Make utilities move only if absolutely necessary to achieve the project purpose.

3.

Move utilities only once if the move is, in fact, essential.

4.

Get involved with actual field reconnaissance early. Include and engage Project representatives or
constructability

personnel

5.

Get the acquiring

6.

Schedule

initial

very early.

agency’ s Right- of- Way personnel

utility

meetings

early.

involved

Make collaboration

early.

among

independent

project

participants

the

theme.

7.

Involve and invite utility representatives to neighborhood or public meetings.

8.

Distribute roadway plans early to get started with the utility planning.

9.

10.

Coordinate with all utilities to ensure that one has no negative impact on another. Coordination should
ensure

that enough

When

plans

right- of- way is acquired

are changed,

to accommodate

get them to utility

companies

all of the facilities.

promptly.

Provide

a list of changes

for all

cities/towns, utilities and stakeholders in a timely manner.

11.

Communicate with utilities frequently to ensure knowledge of changing personnel and the appropriate
contact

person.

12.

Review

and comment

13.

If applicable,

on plans to identify

verify with utility companies

conflicts

between

utilities

and the project

their ability to move their utilities

plans.

before construction

needs

to begin.

14.

Do not begin implementing a project schedule without total feedback from all companies.

15.

Identify the precise sequence
predecessors

of other

stakeholders.

16.

companies’

of utility relocations
relocations.

that need to occur.

Communicate

this sequence

Many companies
to all utilities

are

and other

Ensure that the sequence is streamlined as much as possible.

One way of ensuring the streamlining of the utility relocation sequence is web-based notification when
each

utility

company

is completed

or is scheduled

to be completed

with

relocating

their

utility

lines/facilities. Scheduling is as vital as the actual sequence of relocations.

17.

Consider that seasonal shutdown restrictions will have significant and adverse schedule impacts,
sometimes

relocation.
windows

up to one ( 1) year.

Also

consider

that

certain

times

of day

are restricted

from

utility

In addition, develop procedures for emergency situations and learn the appropriate
of opportunity”

for changeovers,

etc.
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18.

Share accurate information with all companies and try to help ensure that they share information with
each other.

19.

Communicate the need to follow city/town ordinances, particularly those relating to traffic control,
backfill

20.

Ensure

and pavement

restoration.

that the companies

not inconvenience

Traffic

have measures

customers

more

control

plan must be filed and approved.

for handling

than is absolutely

14

complaints
essential.

about

their work

Remember,

and that they do

0RR!!

Item #12

GUIDELINES
BETWEEN

LOCAL

FOR ENSURING
GOVERNMENTS

Start Early Coordination –

SMOOTH

RELATIONSHIPS

AND THE UNION

PACIFIC

RAILROAD (

Set up a meeting with UPRR’ s local representative

selection lists and to ascertain projects with UPRR impacts.

UPRR)

to share project

Then on impacted projects, share

preliminary designs, invite UPRR to early meetings, such as stakeholder preliminary design
charrettes,

public workshops,

Work out precisely

etc.

the location

This speeds the coordination

process

of railroad
greatly.

project impacts,

Use MAPSCO

location,

before contacting UPRR.
subdivision,

and RR Mile

Post wherever possible.

Use the UPRR website

for a wealth of information,

maps, etc.

This can save time in

answering questions and can provide much information about UPRR, including points of contact, email and telephone information, instructions, applications, specifications, DOT crossing information,
permit requirements, ROW agreements, etc.
explore

this web- site before launching

DCPW in-house or consultant designers need to

road design whenever

there is going to be a RR crossing.

Procedures and responsibilities are clearly laid out, as are design guidelines and specifications.
Avoid nasty surprises that can impact project costs if not budgeted.
Expect

the

UPRR

telecommunications,

ROW

power, pipelines,

These are private easements
relocation.

owned

to

contain

many

other

utiliti es

etc.), that you will have to pay to relocate.

the utilities have paid for and the project will have to bear the costs of

UPRR is a good source of information

on the potential conflicts that you will encounter.

Budgeting accurately for these costs will avoid nasty surprises later.
Check with UPRR before pursuing
attachments.

UPRR has agreements

any changes

to their standard

agreement

or

to work out in 23 states, and their lawyers are very vigilant

to watch for precedents that might bind UPRR elsewhere. Work on win-wins in the body of the
agreement.
Avoid

adversarial

impossible

requests

presuming

the worst).

actions

and relationships.

Do not presume

upon

that are not pursued in a timely manner, making demands

the UPRR ( e.g.,
they cannot meet,

Look for ways to forge win- wins, for UPRR and the local community.
that the United States Department

Of Transportation (“

USDOT”)

Understand

has a policy to reduce at- grade RR

crossings. This puts tremendous pressure on railroad companies to accomplish this goal. Are there
some rarely used at- grade railroad crossings

in the city/ town that could possibly be closed?

Explore

ways to eliminate them and UPRR could be more interested to meet the needs of the project that is
needing

UPRR assistance.

When appropriate,
UPRR attorneys.

have Dallas County’ s attorneys

directly

with

If we follow the spirit of win- win, then both sides will have better results,

even if our attorneys are involved, as they may have to be.
involved

communicate

to ensure that going down “ legal rabbit trails”

When you are in doubt and have searched
contact UPRR’ s Real Estate Division

The Project Manager should stay

is avoided whenever

possible.

all the readily available

in Omaha,

NE.

information,

Even though UPRR staff have

large territories to cover, they are never too busy to help you proactively solve a problem and forge a
win- win situation.

If you setup a “ folder number,”

looking up the project file information.
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Item #15

Item #16

Item #17
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF TARRANT
CITY OF GRAPEVINE
The City Council of the City of Grapevine, Texas met in Regular Session on this the 18th
day of May, 2021 in the City Council Chambers, Second Floor, 200 South Main Street,
with the following members present:
William D. Tate
Darlene Freed
Sharron Rogers
Chris Coy
Duff O’Dell
Paul Slechta
Leon Leal

Mayor
Mayor Pro Tem
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member
Council Member

constituting a quorum, with the following members of the Planning and Zoning
Commission:
Larry Oliver
Monica Hotelling
Jim Fechter
Beth Tiggelaar
Dennis Luers
Traci Hutton
David Hallberg
Jason Parker

Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Alternate Member
Alternate Member

constituting a quorum, with Vice Chairman BJ Wilson being absent, and the following
members of the City Staff:
Bruno Rumbelow
Jennifer Hibbs
Matthew C.G. Boyle
Tara Brooks

City Manager
Assistant City Manager
City Attorney
City Secretary

Call to Order
Mayor Pro Tem Freed called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. in the City Council
Chambers.
Item 1. Executive Session
Mayor Pro Tem Freed announced the City Council would recess to the City Council
Conference Room to conduct a closed session regarding:

Item #17
A.

Real property relative to deliberation of the purchase, exchange, lease, sale
or value of real property (City facilities, Public Works, and the 185 acres)
pursuant to Section 551.072, Texas Government Code.

B.

Conference with City Manager and Staff to discuss and deliberate
commercial and financial information received from business prospects the
City seeks to have locate, stay, or expand in the City; deliberate the offer of
a financial or other incentive; with which businesses the City is conducting
economic development negotiations pursuant to Section 551.087, Texas
Government Code.

The City Council recessed to the City Council Conference Room and began the closed
session at 6:34 p.m. Mayor Tate and Council Member Rogers left the closed session at
6:48 p.m. The closed session ended at 7:24 p.m.
Upon reconvening in open session in the Council Chambers, Mayor Pro Tem Freed asked
if there was any action necessary relative to Sections 551.072 or 551.087.
City Manager Bruno Rumbelow requested Council make a motion to approve an
Economic Development Performance and Incentive Agreement with Post Rail and
authorize the City Manager to execute same and all other necessary documents and to
take all other necessary action.
Motion was made to approve an Economic Development Performance and Incentive
Agreement with Post Rail and authorize the City Manager to execute same and all other
necessary documents and to take all other necessary action.
Motion:
Rogers
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
REGULAR MEETING
Mayor Pro Tem Freed called the regular meeting to order at 7:32 p.m.
Item 2. Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance
Commissioner Jim Fechter delivered the Invocation and led the Pledge of Allegiance.
Item 3. City Secretary to administer the Oath of Office for City Council Member Place 1
to Paul Slechta.
City Secretary Tara Brooks administered the Oath to Paul Slechta for his new term as
City Council Member Place 1.
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Item 4. City Secretary to administer the Oath of Office for City Council Member Place 2
to Sharron Rogers.
City Secretary Brooks administered the Oath to newly elected City Council Member for
Place 2, Sharron Rogers.
Council Member Rogers thanked the community for its support.
Item 5. City Secretary to administer the Oath of Office for Mayor to William D. Tate.
City Secretary Brooks swore in Mayor William D. Tate for his seventeenth term as Mayor
of Grapevine.
Mayor Tate thanked those that elected him to a new term.
Mayor Tate took his seat at the dais and lead the rest of the meeting.
Item 6. Consider the appointment of the Mayor Pro Tem and take any necessary action.
Mayor Tate welcomed nominations.
Motion was made to appoint Darlene Freed as Mayor Pro Tem.
Motion:
Slechta
Second:
O’Dell
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
JOINT PUBLIC HEARINGS
Item 7. Conditional Use Permit CU20-26 (Baywest Development)
Mayor Tate declared the public hearing opened.
Development Services Assistant Director Ron Stombaugh reported the applicant, Landev
Engineers, was requesting a conditional use permit to establish a master site
development plan for the development of a multifamily complex. The subject property is
located at 3200 Grapevine Mills Parkway and is currently zoned “CC” Community
Commercial District.
Applicant Representatives John Vincent, Bill Poland and Jonathan Wood presented this
item and answered questions from the Commission and Council.
Applicant Representative Matt Gingery answered questions from the Commission and
Council.
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Development Services Assistant Director Stombaugh answered questions from the
Commission.
No one spoke during the public hearing and there was no correspondence to report.
Motion was made to close the public hearing.
Motion:
Luers
Second:
Tiggelaar
Ayes:
Oliver, Hotelling, Fechter, Tiggelaar, Luers, Hutton, and Hallberg
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Motion was made to close the public hearing.
Motion:
Coy
Second:
O’Dell
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 8. Conditional Use Permit CU21-06 (Summit Climbing)
Mayor Tate declared the public hearing opened.
Development Services Assistant Director Stombaugh reported the applicant, Spiars
Engineering, was requesting a conditional use permit to allow for outdoor entertainment
and outdoor speakers (climbing gym). The subject property is located at 3105 William D.
Tate Avenue and is currently zoned “CC” Community Commercial District.
Applicant Tim Carroll answered questions from the Commission.
No one spoke during the public hearing and there was no correspondence to report.
Motion was made to close the public hearing.
Motion:
Fechter
Second:
Luers
Ayes:
Oliver, Hotelling, Fechter, Tiggelaar, Luers, Hutton, and Hallberg
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Motion was made to close the public hearing.
Motion:
Freed
Second:
Slechta
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
City Council
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Item 9. Conditional Use Permit CU21-07 (Main Street Bread Baking Company)
Mayor Tate declared the public hearing opened.
Development Services Assistant Director Stombaugh reported the applicant, Fabien
Groury, was requesting a conditional use permit to amend the previously approved site
plan of CU16-01 (Ordinance No. 2016-21) to allow the possession, storage, retail sales
and on-premise consumption of alcoholic beverages (beer, wine and mixed beverages)
in conjunction with a restaurant, specifically to allow modifications to the floor plan and
add a walk up window. The subject property is located at 316 South Main Street and is
currently zoned “CBD” Central Business District.
Applicant Fabien Groury presented this item and answered questions from the
Commission and Council.
No one spoke during the public hearing and there was no correspondence to report.
Motion was made to close the public hearing.
Motion:
Hotelling
Second:
Hutton
Ayes:
Oliver, Hotelling, Fechter, Tiggelaar, Luers, Hutton, and Hallberg
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Motion was made to close the public hearing.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
The Planning and Zoning Commission recessed to the Planning and Zoning Commission
Conference Room, Second Floor, to consider published agenda items.
City Council remained in session in the Council Chambers to consider published
business.

Item 10. Citizen Comments
Nicholas Kaufman, 1830 Silverside Drive, Grapevine spoke in regards to Main Street Fest
and the May 1 election campaign.
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Paisley Elliott, 555 Dove Creek Place, Grapevine, Texas addressed the need for a
sidewalk at the intersection of Dove and Northwest Highway.
CONSENT AGENDA
Consent items are deemed to need little Council deliberation and were acted upon as one
business item. Any member of the City Council or member of the audience may request
that an item be withdrawn from the consent agenda and placed before the City Council
for full discussion. There were not any requests to remove an item from the consent
agenda.
Approval of the consent agenda authorizes the City Manager, or his designee, to
implement each item in accordance with Staff recommendations.
Item 11. Consider the purchase of personal protective equipment from North America
Fire Equipment Company, Inc.
Fire Chief Darrell Brown recommended approval of the purchase of lightweight
rescue/wildland coats to wear during non-structural firefighting operations for an amount
not to exceed $40,922.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 12. Consider the purchase of a replacement dock for Dove Loop Boat ramp and
gangway for Farris Branch courtesy dock from EZ Dock of Texas, LP.
Parks and Recreation Director Kevin Mitchell recommended approval of the purchase of
a new dock system for Dove Loop and a gangway to the service dock at Farris Branch
for a total amount not to exceed $52,892.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 13. Consider approval of the direct sale of three surplus police vehicles to the City
of Blue Mound, Texas.
Police Chief Mike Hamlin recommended approval of the sale of three surplus police
vehicles to the City of Blue Mound for an amount of $6,000.
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Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 14. Consider approval for the award of a best value contract for RFB 500-2021 for
towing services to Euless Wrecker Service (also known as Euless B&B Wrecker).
Police Chief Hamlin recommended approval of the award of the best value contract for
towing services to Euless Wrecker Service (also known as Euless B&B Wrecker.)
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 15. Consider the purchase of EMC datacenter storage maintenance from SHI
Government Solutions, Inc.
Chief Technology Officer Tessa Allberg recommended approval of the purchase of EMC
datacenter storage maintenance for an amount not to exceed $29,588.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 16. Consider the award of an informal request for quote for a submersible pump
from Global Pump Solutions, LLC.
Public Works Director Bryan Beck recommended approval of an informal request for
quote for a submersible pump of the Opryland lift station for an amount not to exceed
$21,172.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
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Approved:

7-0

Item 17. Consider the award of an informal request for quote for a replacement pump for
Dove Lift Station from Global Pump Solutions, LLC.
Public Works Director Beck recommended approval of an informal request for quote for
a replacement pump for Dove Lift Station for an amount not to exceed $20,045.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 18. Consider the award of an informal request for quote for a control panel upgrade
from Plus 1 Services.
Public Works Director Beck recommended approval of the award of an informal request
for quote for a control panel upgrade for an amount not to exceed $24,924.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 19. Consider Ordinance No. 2021-014 abandoning two 10-foot wide sanitary sewer
easements on Lot 35-R, Block 4, Placid Peninsula located at 2861 Placid Circle.
Public Works Director Beck recommended approval of the abandonment of two
easements located on Lot 35-R, Block 4, Placid Peninsula, per the request of the the
landowner.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
ORDINANCE NO. 2021-014
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS, ABANDONING AND VACATING TWO
10-FOOT WIDE SANITARY SEWER EASEMENTS ON LOT
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35-R, BLOCK 4, PLACID PENINSULA TO THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS AS HEREINAFTER DESCRIBED
Item 20. Consider ratification of an engineering contract executed by staff and approval
of an engineering contract for the water and wastewater impact fee update with Freese
and Nichols, Inc. and Ordinance No. 2021-015 appropriating the funds.
Public Works Director Beck recommended approval of the engineering contract for the
water and wastewater impact fee update in an estimated amount of $140,000 in
accordance with State law that requires review of impact fees every five years. The
agreement will also include an update of the Land Use Assumptions and 10-Year Capital
Improvements Plan.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
ORDINANCE NO. 2021-015
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE,
TEXAS,
AUTHORIZING
THE
APPROPRIATION OF $140,000 IN THE UTILITY
ENTERPRISE
CAPITAL
FUND;
DECLARING
AN
EMERGENCY AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
Item 21. Consider the renewal of an annual contract for City janitorial services with
Regent Services.
Public Works Director Beck recommended approval of the renewal of the janitorial
services contract for an estimated amount of $550,000.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
Motion:
O’Dell
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Item 22. Consider the minutes of the May 4, 2021 Regular City Council meeting and the
May 12, 2021 Special City Council meeting.
City Secretary Brooks recommended approval of the minutes as presented.
Motion was made to approve the consent agenda as presented.
City Council
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Motion:
Second:
Ayes:
Nays:
Approved:

O’Dell
Coy
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta, and Leal
None
7-0

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS
Item 23. Conditional Use Permit CU20-26 (Baywest Development)
Chairman Oliver reported the Planning and Zoning Commission approved the conditional
use permit with a vote of 4-3.
Motion was made to deny Conditional Use Permit CU20-26 (Baywest Development) and
Ordinance No. 2021-016.
Motion:
Coy
Council discussed this item.
Second:
Ayes:
Nays:
Approved:

Rogers
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, Slechta and Leal
O’Dell
6-1 (to deny)

Item 24. Conditional Use Permit CU21-06 (Summit Climbing)
Chairman Oliver reported the Planning and Zoning Commission approved the conditional
use permit with a vote of 7-0.
Motion was made to approve Conditional Use Permit CU21-06 (Summit Climbing) and
Ordinance No. 2021-017.
Motion:
Rogers
Second:
Slechta
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0

ORDINANCE NO. 2021-017
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS, ISSUING CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT CU21-06 TO ALLOW FOR OUTDOOR
ENTERTAINMENT AND OUTDOOR SPEAKERS FOR LOT
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2, BLOCK 1, CLASSIC COLLISION ADDITION (3105
WILLIAM D. TATE AVENUE) IN A DISTRICT ZONED “CC”
COMMUNITY
COMMERCIAL
DISTRICT
ALL
IN
ACCORDANCE WITH A SITE PLAN APPROVED
PURSUANT TO SECTION 47 OF ORDINANCE NO. 82-73
AND ALL OTHER CONDITIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND
SAFEGUARDS IMPOSED HEREIN; CORRECTING THE
OFFICIAL ZONING MAP; PRESERVING ALL OTHER
PORTIONS OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE; PROVIDING A
CLAUSE RELATING TO SEVERABILITY; DETERMINING
THAT THE PUBLIC INTERESTS, MORALS AND GENERAL
WELFARE DEMAND THE ISSUANCE OF THIS
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT; PROVIDING A PENALTY
NOT TO EXCEED THE SUM OF TWO THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($2,000.00); DECLARING AN EMERGENCY AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
Item 25. Conditional Use Permit CU21-07 (Main Street Bread Baking Company)
Chairman Oliver reported the Planning and Zoning Commission approved the conditional
use permit with a vote of 7-0.
Motion was made to approve Conditional Use Permit CU21-07 (Main Street Bread Baking
Company) and Ordinance No. 2021-018.
Motion:
Freed
Second:
Coy
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
ORDINANCE NO. 2021-018
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS ISSUING CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT CU21-07 TO AMEND THE SITE PLAN APPROVED
BY ORDINANCE NO. 2016-21 FOR A RESTAURANT TO
ALLOW FOR THE POSSESSION, STORAGE, RETAIL
SALES,
AND
ON-PREMISE
CONSUMPTION
OF
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (BEER, WINE, AND MIXED
BEVERAGES) SPECIFICALLY TO ALLOW MODIFICATION
OF THE FLOOR PLAN TO ALLOW A WALK UP WINDOW
FOR LOTS 18 AND 19A, BLOCK 1, CITY OF GRAPEVINE
(316 SOUTH MAIN STREET) IN A DISTRICT ZONED “CBD”
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT REGULATIONS ALL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH A SITE PLAN APPROVED
PURSUANT TO SECTION 47 OF ORDINANCE NO. 82-73
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AND ALL OTHER CONDITIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND
SAFEGUARDS IMPOSED HEREIN; CORRECTING THE
OFFICIAL ZONING MAP; PRESERVING ALL OTHER
PORTIONS OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE; PROVIDING A
CLAUSE RELATING TO SEVERABILITY; DETERMINING
THAT THE PUBLIC INTERESTS, MORALS AND GENERAL
WELFARE DEMAND THE ISSUANCE OF THIS
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT; PROVIDING A PENALTY
NOT TO EXCEED THE SUM OF TWO THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($2,000.00); DECLARING AN EMERGENCY AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
ADJOURNMENT
Motion was made to adjourn the meeting at 9:02 p.m.
Motion:
Rogers
Second:
Slechta
Ayes:
Tate, Freed, Rogers, Coy, O’Dell, Slechta and Leal
Nays:
None
Approved: 7-0
Passed and approved by the City Council of the City of Grapevine, Texas on this the 1st
day of June, 2021.
APPROVED:

____________________________
William D. Tate
Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________
Tara Brooks
City Secretary
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